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Cheney, Stuart G., Dubuisson: A Study of His Music

for Solo Bass Viol. Master of Music (Musicology),

December, 1988, 162 pp., 11 tables, bibliography, 101

titles.

Dubuisson (fl.1666-c.1685) is the sole French viol

player-composer between Nicolas Hotman (1613-1663) and Le

Sieur de Sainte-Colombe (d.c.1700) whose works are extant.

His four suites from a Library of Congress manuscript

(1666) are the oldest dated French music for the bass viol;

his approximately 125 pieces are contained in five

manuscript sources.

This thesis brings together, for the first time, all

the music from the five sources for study and analysis.

Together with the few biographical details, this material

is used to assess his position within the French viol

school. Brief histories of the viol and the suite in

France precede a discussion of Dubuisson's contributions to

the evolution of the genre.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Dubuisson (fl. c.1660-1680) was a member of the second

generation of French viol virtuoso-performers. So little

biographical information exists on him that we know neither

his first name nor the dates of his birth and death. His

name is given variously as "Dubuisson," "Du Buisson," "du

Buisson," "Doubisson," and "dubisson." Following modern

French usage, "Dubuisson" is used throughout this study.

Manuscripts of his works date from 1666 and 1674. These

dates, along with a few contemporary accounts, place him in

time between Nicolas Hotman (1613-1663) and two other viol

notables--DeMachy (first name unknown, fl. 1680's) and

Sainte-Colombe (first name unknown, d.c. 1700, teacher of

Marin Marais).

The French viol tradition, of which Dubuisson was an

important, formative part, peaked during the first decades

of the eighteenth century with the compositions of Marin

Marais and Antoine Forqueray. This tradition, although a

unique product of the French Baroque and an important weapon

in helping stave off Italian influences for some time, did

not last forever against the mounting preference for the

violin family of instruments.

1
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Dubuisson's music is the oldest dated surviving music

written in France for solo bass viol. An understanding of

his work yields a greater understanding of the French viol

school during and after his lifetime. His extant

music, all for solo bass viol, survives in five very diverse

manuscripts.

With the recent discovery of a manuscript in Poland

containing nearly one hundred movements by Dubuisson (Hotman

is also represented), his known output has increased by two

hundred percent. This new find also affords us a great

opportunity to add to our sparse knowledge of the mid-

seventeenth century violists: their level of virtuosity,

variation techniques, and stylistic preferences.

Little scholarly activity has been concentrated on

Dubuisson. Two foreign dissertations on the French viol

school of the seventeenth century have examined in passing

certain aspects of his music (only three of the sources were

at that time identified) such as melodic, harmonic, and

textural content. Hans Bol, in his landmark study of late

seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century viol music in

France, uses examples from Dubuisson, among others, to

1See Barbara Schwendowuis, Die Solistische Gambenmusik
in Frankreich von 1610 bis 1740 (Regensberg: Bosse Verlag,
1970) and Michel Sicard, L'Ecole francaise de viole de gambe
de Maugars a Sainte-Colombe (Ph.D. dissertation, Ecole
Pratique des Hautes Etudes, Paris, 1979).
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illustrate the evolution of several idiomatic trends that

became standard components of Marais' and Forqueray's

music.2 Recently, Barbara Coeyman has edited a performing

edition for Dovehouse Editions of the four suites found in

the Library of Congress manuscript.

The primary goal of this study is to gather this music

together for the first time to study its musical and

historical significance. A secondary simultaneous goal is

to bring to the music a picture of a man highly regarded

during his career, judging from the dispersal of his music

and from the praise of his audience.

A few conventions followed herein should be explained.

Abbreviated names of sources are "LC" for Library of

Congress, "BN" for Bibliotheque Nationale, and Kassel,

Durham, and Warsaw3--all succinctly describe the present

location of the manuscripts. Details of the sources are

provided in Chapter II. In addition, now that all of

Dubuisson's extant works are catalogued with the Viola da

Gamba Society of Great Britain, this study uses the numbers

(VdGS no.) from its Thematic Index of Music for Viols.

2 Hans Bol, La Basse de viole du temps de Marin Marais

et d'Antoine Forqueray (Bilthoven: A.B. Creyghton, 1973).

3 These manuscripts are identified and discussed in
Chapter II.
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In the musical examples, if a composer's name does not

appear in the caption, it is to be assumed the composer is

Dubuisson. Some musical examples are standardized, where

necessary, to compensate for missing or misplaced barlines

or for incorrect rhythms.



CHAPTER II

LIFE AND SOURCES

Biography

Very few biographical details are known of

Dubuisson's life. From a handful of documents dating

between 1666 and 1688 we are able to gather some

information on the man and his reputation. In none of

these is his first name given. The inside of the front

cover of the Library of Congress source contains

information on Dubuisson's residence and place of work in

Paris, where he presumably taught his pupils:

Dubuisson lives in the middle of La Rue
du fort l'eveque near the pier--
in the valee de misere at the sign
of the magpie in front of a marshall['s office]

or else one will know his house at the entry
of La Rue de la harpe at [the shop of]
a lute maker name
monsieur Colichon

The year 1680 sheds more light on him. In March, the

Mercure Galant hailed a concert of three bass viols in

which Dubuisson participated:

1 Library of Congress, M2.1 Book T2 17c, inside front
cover:

Dubuisson demeure au milieu de la Rue
du fort l'eveque proche du quay--
de la valee de misere, a l'enseigne
de la pie devant un mareschal
ou bien on saura sa demeure a l'entree

5

4 nw..M.P- I
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It was very extraordinary, and the first that had ever

been given of this kind. It was composed of three

bass viols. MM. Du Buisson, Ronsin, et Pierrot are

the creators of so peculiar a thing. The approval

which they received manifests with2how much pleasure

the connoisseurs listened to them.

In the same year, a letter written from M. Le Gallois to

Mlle. Regnault de Solier "touchant la musique" discusses

current musical trends and cites several contemporary

musicians. After naming the virtuosi--past and present--of

the lute and harpsichord, M. Le Gallois writes concerning

the viol: "Feu Hotteman a excelle dans la viole, ou MM. de

Sainte-Colombe, Desmarets [Marais?], et du Buisson,

excellent maintenant. ,3

Our only clue of Dubuisson's death stems from an

aesthetic battle waged with words between Le Sieur DeMachy

(first name unknown)--the composer of the first published

viol music in France, Pieces de violle en musique et en

tablature (1685)--and Jean Rousseau, author of the Traite

de la viole (1687). Rousseau, a champion of melodic

playing as opposed to the contrapuntal, harmonic style of

de la Rue de la harpe chez
un faiseur de Lupt nomme
monsieur Colichon.

2.
Michel Brenet (Marie Bobillier), Les Concerts en

France sous L'ancien Regime (Paris: Fischbacher, 1900), 72.

3Frangois-Joseph Fetis, "Histoire de la musique," La

Revue Musicale VIII (September, 1834), 306. Reproduces a

large extract from the letter.

-
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DeMachy, responded to a letter from DeMachy (lost) with one

criticizing DeMachy for preferring "the playing of the late

old DuBuisson" over that of Sainte-Colombe. 4 This letter

is dated October 30, 1688, and reveals that Dubuisson had

died between 1680 and October 1688 at an advanced age.

Sources

There are five known sources of Dubuisson

compositions, all for solo bass viol, and all in manuscript.

A. LC Library of Congress, M2.1, Book T2 17c, fols.

1-25r, 90r.

- dated "Le premier Jour de Septembre/1666"

- one page of instructions on bowing and

fingering (fol. 90r; see Appendix A).

- contains four suites and two tablature pieces,

one a "Prelude" (fols. 22v-24r), the other

untitled, probably also a prelude (fols.24v-

25r):

VdGS no. Fol. Title Ea

1 2r Prelude d

2 2v Allemande d

3 3v Courante d

4 Frangois Lesure, "Une querelle sur la jeu de la viole
en 1688: J. Rousseau contre De Machy," Revue de Musicologie
XLVI (December, 1960), 188.



A. LC-Continued

VdGS no.

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Fol.

4v

5v

6v

7v

8v

9v

lOv

12v

13v

14v

15v

16v

17v

18r

19r

20r

20v

21v

22v

24v

Title

Sarabande

Gigue

Prelude

Allemande

Courante

Sarabande

Gigue

Prelude

Allemande

Courante

Sarabande

Gigue

Prelude

Allemande

Courante

Sarabande

Double de

Gigue

Prelude

[Prelude]

Sarabande

The pieces contained in this manuscript represent not

only the earliest surviving French music for solo viol, but

also the earliest French suites in the "classic" sequence:

8

Ke

d

d

D

D

D

D

D

a

a

a

a

a

A

A

A

A

A

A

d

d
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P, A, C, S, G. Considering the inclusion of instructions

and the quality of penmanship, this source was possibly

copied by a student of Dubuisson. An account written in

1932 places the manuscript in Berlin.
5

B. Warsaw Biblioteka Warszawskiego Towarzystwa

Muzycznego, 2485 R. No. 550 (or In. 377 No.

221).6

- not dated

- contains over 150 pieces for solo bass viol,

101 attributable to DuBuisson. Other

composers represented are William Young,

Hotman, and LeMoyne.7

- Dubuisson contents:

5.0
Charles Bouvet, Musiciens oublies, musique retrouvee

(Paris: Pierre Bossuet, 1932), I, 39.

6 The confusion in the matter of the manuscript number

arises from conflicting information I have, indirectly, from

those who have seen and studied it. The first number is

from Ulrich Rappen and was given to Donald Beecher. The

number in parentheses is that given to Gordon Dodd by Tim

Crawford. Both Rappen and Crawford have consulted the
manuscript in Poland.

7 This Lemoyne could be one of several persons. A

theorbiste who played in ballets de cour from 1659 to 1664

and taught in Paris until at least 1692 is cited in

"LeMoine," Encyclopedie de la Musigue, ed. Frangois Michel

(Paris: Fasquelle, 1961), III, 59. In addition, Lemoynes

are mentioned in court records between 1664 and 1716. The

first, Pierre Anthoine, was a "jouer de violle" in the



VdGS no.

-4

2

3

4

5

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

Fol.

r

4v

5r

5v

6r

6v

7r

7v

8r

8v

9r

9v

lOr

lOv

llr

llv

12v

13v

14r

Title

Prelude

Allemande

Variation

Courante

Sarabande

Gigue

Ballet

Variation

Prelude

Allemande

Courante

Sarabande

Sarabande grave

Gigue

Variation

Prelude

Allemande

Courante

Sarabande

Musique de la Chambre in 1664. In 1680, Estienne Le Moyne
succeeded Charles Le Camus as "jouer de tuorbe et de violle"
in the Musique de la Chambre and retained the post until his

death in 1716. See Uarcelle Benoit, Musiques de cour:
Chappelle, Chambre, Ecurie, 1661-1733 (Paris: Picard, 1971),
10, 71, 274.

10
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d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d
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13
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65

66

67

68

38

39

69

70

Fol.

14v

16r

16v

17r

17v

18r

18v

19r

19v

20r

20v

21r

21v

22r

22v

23r

23v

24R

24v

25r

25v

26r

26v

27r

Title

Fantaisie

Allemande

Courante

Sarabande

Sarabande

Gigue

Allemande

Courante

Sarabande

Prelude

Allemande

Courante

Sarabande

Allemande

Courante

Sarabande

Allemande

Courante

CouranteI

Gigue

Allemande

Courante

Sarabande

Allemande

[Sarabande

11

Key

d

d

d

d

d

d

C

C

C

e

e

e

a

a

a

F

F

] F

F

C

e

e

e

e

a

a

g
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36v
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37v

38r

38v

39r

39v

40r

Title

Courante

Courante

Prelude

Allemande

Courante

Sarabande

Variation

Fantaisie

Prelude

Prelude

Allemande

Courante

Variation

Sarabande

Gavotte

Ballet

Gigue

Gigue

Variation

Ballet

Prelude

[Prelude]

Prelude

Allemande

12
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91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

Fol.

40v

41r

41v

42r

42v

43r

43v

44r

44v

45r

45v

46r

46v

47r

47v

48r

48v

49r

50r

50v

51r

51v

53v

54v

Title

Courante

Courante

Courante

Prelude

Sarabande

Prelude

Allemande

Courante

Courante

Variation

Courante

Prelude

Allemande

Courante

Courante

Courante

Variation

Sarabande

Prelude

Prelude

Prelude

Allemande

Fantaisie

Prelude

13

Key

d

d

d

d

d

D

D

D

D

D

D

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

g

g

g

g

d

d



B. Warsaw-Continued

VdGS no.

107

108

109

110

111

112

113

114

115

116

Fol.

55v

56r

56v

57r

57v

58r

58v

60r

60v

61v

Title

Allemande

Allemande

Allemande

Courante [All]

Ballet

[Prelude]

Fantaisie

Prelude

Prelude

Courante

This manuscript is by far the largest collection of

Dubuisson compositions. Before World War I it was in the

Cracow University Library, where Jules Ecorcheville copied

the twenty nine pieces by William Young for Arnold

Dolmetsch.8  The source was later lost to scholars until it

was recently rediscovered by Ulrich Rappen who, together

with Donald Beecher, is editing the music for a forthcoming

8 This information was kindly provided by Gordon Dodd,
who furnished a draft version of his introduction and
critical notes for a forthcoming Minkoff facsimile edition
of the Warsaw source.

14
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edition from Dovehouse Editions Canada.9 In addition,

Minkoff Editions is planning a facsimile edition with an

introduction by Gordon Dodd.

Bibliotheque Nationale (Paris), Res. 1111, fols.

JL84v-191r, 193v-197r.

-m dated 1674, with initials of owner "I.B.R."

- contains 262 pieces for bass viol. Other

composers include Hotman, Young, Charles

Coleman, John Jenkins, Dietrich Steffkens,

Willem Deutekom.

- Dubuisson contents:

VdGS no.

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

Fol.

184v

185v

187v

188r

188v

189v

190v

193v

194v

Title

Allemand

Courant

Courant

Gigue

Aria

Aria

Ballet

Preludium

Allemand

Kg

g

d

d

C

D

D

A

g

to Dr. Beecher for making the entire
portions of Warsaw available to me.

C. BN

I am indebted
Dubuisson and Hotman
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C. BN-Continued

VdGS no. Fol. Title Key

39 195v Courant g

40 196v Saraband g

An eclectic source of English, French, and German viol

music from the late seventeenth century, this manuscript

calls for at least nine different tunings. All but eight of

the 262 pieces are in tablature. Many have German titles

and the spellings of dance movements also indicates a German

compiler. 10

D. Durham Durham Cathedral Library, Manuscript A. 27, pp.

IL30-131.

- copied c. 1703-07 by Prebendary Philip Falle

(1656-1742)

- over 350 pieces for solo bass viol. Other

composers include Marin Marais, Johann

Schenck, M. de Sainte-Colombe le fils,

Christopher Simpson.

- Dubuisson contents:

A list of contents for BN, compiled by Gordon Dodd
and Hazelle Miloradovitch, was also provided by Commander
Dodd.



VdGS no.

26

27

28

29

Page

130

130

131

131

Title

Allemande

Courante

Sarabande

Gigue

Fallen was, in addition to an Anglican cleric, an avid

amateur bass violist and music collector. Narcissus Marsh

was his tutor at Exeter College. He made several trips to

Paris, Amsterdam, and the Hague as part of official

delegations. It was probably during a trip to Paris in 1698

that he copied this suite by Dubuisson. Manuscript A.27 is

a personal collection is Falle's hand of pieces "by several

Masters." In 1739, he left his "musick-books" to the

Cathedral Library at Durham. 1 1

E. Kassel Landesbibliotek und Murhard'sche Bibliotek der

Stadt Kassel, MS 40 MUS 108, vol. 3, fols. 20r-

21r, 22v, 67v-69v; vol. 4 (bass lines) fols. 7v-

-8r, 9r.

1 1 Margaret Urquhart, "Prebendary Philip Falle (1656-
1742) and the Durham Bass Viol Manuscript A.27," Chelys V
(1973-74), 9-13.

17
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- no date

- also contains works by Hotman, Daniel

Eberlin, Deutekom, and Steffkens.

- Dubuisson contents:

VdGS no.

3

4

23

24

25

12

13

14

[bassline]

[ " ]

[ t ]

[ " ]

Vol/Fol.

3/20r

3/20v

3/21r

3/21r

3/22v

3/67v

3/68v

3/69r

4/7v

4/8r

4/8r

4/9r

Title

Courente

Sarab:

Bourree

[Air]

Gavotte

Allem:

Courente:

Sarab.

Courente

Sarab:

Bourree

Gavotte

This manuscript, in several hands, is chiefly a

collection of heterogenous suites of mixed authorship. The

bass parts are found in a separate volume, acting as a part

book. Those bass lines are unique in Dubuisson's output and

are probably the work of the compiler rather than the

composer.

D.B.

D.B.

D.B.

D.B.

D.B.

D.B.

D.B.

D.B.

D.B.

D.B.

D.B.

D.B.

Key

d

d

D

D

D

a

a

a

d

d

D

D
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VdGS no.

2-

3

Title

Allemande

Courante

4 Sarabande

5

7

8

9

12

Gigue

Allemande

Courante

Sarabande

Allemande

13 Courante

14

17

18

19

36

38

39

40

Sarabande

Allemande

Courante

Sarabande

Double de

Ballet

Allemande

Courante

Sarabande

Table I

Concordances

Sources and locations within

LC, f.2v; Warsaw, f.4v

LC, f.3v; Warsaw, f.5v;

Kassel, f.20r

LC, f.4v; Warsaw, f.6r;

Kassel, f.20v

LC, f.5v; Warsaw, f.6v

LC, f.7v; Warsaw, f.33v

LC, f.8v; Warsaw, f.34r

LC, f.9v; Warsaw, f.35r

LC, f.13v; Warsaw, f.22r;

Kassel, f.67v

LC, f.14v; Warsaw, f.22v;

Kassel, f.68v

LC, f.15v; E, f.69r

LC, f.18r; Warsaw, f.29r

LC, f.19r; Warsaw, f.29v

LC, f.20r; Warsaw, f.30r

sarabande LC, f.20v; Warsaw, f.30v

Warsaw, f.36r; BN, f.190v

Warsaw, f.25v; BN, f.194v

Warsaw, f.26r; BN, f.195v

Warsaw, f.26v; BN, f.196v



CHAPTER III

THE VIOL IN FRANCE

Before 1660

The viol was created in the fifteenth century in

Spain when the bowing technique of the rebec (well-known in

Spain as the Moorish rabab) and vielle was adapted to the

vihuela, a five-stringed plucked instrument with a waisted

body.1  This new Spanish instrument, nurtured in Valencian

courts, emigrated into Italy during the late fifteenth

century, when Spanish popes ruled Western Christendom2 and

Spain controlled provinces in Italy such as Naples and

Parma.

The viol probably appeared in France, as in other

countries, through contact between royal and other

aristocratic households. We know that viols were popular

in the French court by the end of the fifteenth century.

When in 1498 Cesare Borgia wrote a letter to Ercole d'Este

Ian Woodfield, The Early History of the Viol
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), chapters 3
and 4 deal in detail with this evolution. Information is
gleaned from an impressive amount of iconographic evidence.

Alonso Borgia, Bishop of Valencia, became Pope
Calixtus III in 1455 and died in 1458. Rodrigo Borgia,
also Bishop of Valencia, was Pope Alexander VI from 1492 to
1503. See Woodfield, Ibid.,, 80-81.

20
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in Ferrara, he asked that he be supplied with players of

the "viole" to take with him to France, where they were

"highly regarded."3

Records of the sixteenth century indicate the growing

popularity of viols. For instance, on August 10, 1529,

during a conference at Cambrai, Francis I sent his "quatre

jouheurs de vyole du roi de France" to play at the

residence of Margaret of Austria.4 In 1548, at the entry

of Henry II and Catherine de'Medici into Lyons, the musical

intermedio for Cardinal Bibbienas's play La Calandria

included "Invitissimo Henrico, io prego humile." Written

by Pierro Mannucci, it was performed by four voices, four

"violoni da gamba," and four "flauti d'Allamagna."5 At the

wedding in 1558 of the future Francis II to Mary Stuart in

Paris, the musicians for the festivities included "violes"

and violinss. ,,6 In 1559, the theater group under Roland

Guinet performed "moralites, farces, jeu de viole et de

musique" for ten days at Amiens. The following year, the

3Woodfield, op. cit., 196. 4Ibid., 198.

5 Howard Mayer Brown, Sixteenth Century
Instrumentation: The Music for the Florentine Intermedii,
No. 30 of Musicological Studies and Documents, ed. Arman
Carapetyan(N.p.: American Institute of Musicology, 1973),
95.

6
Woodfield, op. cit., 199.
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Amiens town council granted permission to another troupe to

perform "moralitez, histoires, farces, et violes."7

The Enfants de la Ville of Saint-Maxient performed

similar dramas at the Halle Neuve, aided by the "violes et

violons de Poitiers" in 1578.8 And in 1599, Adrien Talmay

and his troupe performed "plusiers histoires, tragedies et

comedies avecq Musicque et voix, violes, et regales."9

Jean Rousseau's Traite de la Viole (Paris, 1687)

contains a retrospective dissertation on the history of the

viol, most of which is spurious, poetic fantasy. However,

a noteworthy comment is that "the Viol appears to be a

somewhat new Instrument in France, as it is not very long

that it has been esteemed there."10 Although he mentions

innovations and players from the early seventeenth century,

he must have been unaware of the popularity of the viol in

the previous century. Once accepted, the viol always had a

distinct tradition in France that set it apart from other

national schools. The vihuela tuning c-f-a-d'-g' was

adapted to the viol in most countries except France, where

viols were tuned in fourths all across: B-e-a-d'-g'. When

7Howard Mayer Brown, Music in the French Secular
Theater, 1400-1550, (Cgmbridge, Masg.: Harvard University
Press, l963),69-70. Ibid., 70. Ibid.

10
Jean Rousseau, Traite de la Viole (Paris, 1687),

trans. Nathalie Dolmetsch in Consort XXXIII (1977), 233.
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most other nations added a sixth string during the early

sixteenth century, extending the range downward, French

viols retained five strings until the end of the century.

Philibert Jambe de Fer, in his Epitome Musical

(Lyons, 1556), describes the viol as an instrument for

amateur aristocrats, while the violin is described as a

lowly, ignoble instrument: "We call violes those with

which gentlemen, merchants, and other men of virtue pass

their time." . . ."few people play it [violin], except

those who make their living from it. "1 2  In the same year,

however, another author described differently the social

positions of various stringed instruments in his Discours

mon plus melancholique que divers de choses mesmement qui

appartiant a notre France (Poitiers, 1556): "Thus the

vielle remains for the blind, the rebec and viole for the

menetriers [traditional musicians who accompany the

theater], the lute and guitar for the musicians. "13

11 "Nous appellons violes c'elles desquelles les
gentilz homes, marchantz, et autre gens de vertuz passent
leur temps." Jambe de Fer's treatise is reprinted (with an
introduction by F. Lesure: "L'Epitome Musical de Philibert
Jambe de Der (1556).," Annales Musicologiques VI (1958-63),
377, (p. 62 of facs.).

12"*. . peu de personnes qui en use, si non ceux
aui en viuent, par leur labeur." Ibid., 63.

13 "ainsi demeure la vielle, pour les aveugles, le
rebec et viole pour les menetriers, le luc et guiterne pour
les musiciens." Brown, Music in the French Secular
Theater, 71.

.
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The sixteenth-century French viol was of three basic

sizes--treble (dessus), tenor (taille), and bass, although

some larger varieties also existed. The Epitome Musical

contains an illustration of a five-stringed instrument with

a low bridge positioned below the sound holes. Violin-like

features include square shoulders and pointed corners.

Some drawings of instruments by Jacques Cellier from c.

1585 (Bibliotheque Nationale, ms. Fr. 9152, fol. 175-82)

include a treble viol, a violin, a clavichord, and consorts

of flutes, cornetts, and shawms.14 This viol also appears

violin-like with its square shoulders and pointed corners,

hinting at a uniquely French style of construction.1 5  Its

sound holes are of a strange variety, a hybrid between the

f-holes traditionally associated with the violin family and

the c-holes of the viol family: ( . Other details of

these drawings are questionable, however, such as the frets

on the violin and the positions of the fingerholes on some

of the wind instruments. The caption under the viol

reads: "The viol differs from the violin solely in that it

14 Thurston Dart, "Some Sixteenth-Century French
Drawings," Galpin Society Journal X (1957), 88-89.

1 5 Italian and English viols were characterized by
sloping shoulders, blunt corners, and C-holes. For more on
the French construction as viewed in iconographical
evidence, see Michel Sicard, "The French Viol School Before
1650," Journal of the Viola da Gamba Society XVIII (1981),
78-84.
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is tuned in fourths and that it is much wider at the belly,

being played near the foot."6 Jambe de Fer's illustration

in the Epitome Musical could possibly be a viol made by

Gaspar Tieffenbrucker, who built stringed instruments in

Lyons from 1533-c. 1571. Two of his viols survive, both

basses, although they have been altered over the

centuries. 17 According to sixteenth-century inventories,

there were also many large-sized viols in France in the

latter half of the century:

1556 - inventory of Yves Mesnager, instrument maker,

included a "basse contre de violle"18

1557 - inventory of Nicolas Robillard, "joueur

d'instruments," included a "double basse

contre de violle"1 9

1587 - Claude Denis, instrument maker, left a "double

basse contre de violle de Cambray"2 0

16
"La violle differe seullement du violon en ce

qu'elle s'accorde a la quarte et qu'elle est plus enflee
beaucoup que le violon par { centre se iovant sus le
pied." Dart, op. cit., 88 Woodfield, op. cit., 201-202.

18 Francois Lesure, "La Facture Instrumentale a Paris

au Seizieme Siecle, " Galpin Society Journal VII (1954), 24.

1 9 Ibid., 25. 2 0 Ibid., 37.
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Tunings

As mentioned earlier, the initial vihuela de arco's21

tuning was identical to that of the vihuela de mano: C-f-a-

d'-g'. In France, however, the tuning of all fourths--B-e-

a-d'-g'--was preferred. Jambe de Fer mentions the

distinction:

la viole Francoise s'accorde a la quarte de corde en
corde sans exception aucune. Celle d'Italie s'acrd
iustemet come le lucz, assavoir quarte, & tierce.

When upper and lower members of the consort were invented

to supplement this "taille" or tenor instrument, they too

retained the characteristic intervals. Below is

Woodfield's table comparing Jambe de Fer's tunings and

those proposed by Samuel Mareschall in his Porta Musices

(Basle, 1589):23

Jambe de Fer Mareschall

treble (dessus) e a d' g' c" f# b e' a' d"

tenor (taille) B e a d' g' B e a d' g'

bass B a d g c' E a d g c'

2 1 In Spain, vihuelas were differentiated in name by
the manner of playing, e.g. vihuela de mano--a vihuela
played with a plectrum, vihuela de arco--a vihuela played
with a bow. See Woodfield, op. cit., 52.

2 2 Jambe de Fer, op. cit., 58-59.

23 Woodfield, op. cit., 200.
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During the late sixteenth and early seventeenth

centuries the influence of other national styles,

particularly Italian and English, softened some of the

distinctions of the French style. Jacques Mauduit, a

self-taught composer, conductor, and theorist, greatly

encouraged viol-playing through the Academie de Poesie et

de Musique. Mersenne credits him with adding the sixth

string to the bottom register of the viols, thus bringing

the French into line with the rest of European violists.2 4

Around the same time, the French tuning was altered as

well, matching the standard consort tunings used elsewhere:

treble (dessus) d g c' e' a' d"

tenor (taille) G c f a d' g'

bass D G c e a d'

Mersenne mentions both the "earlier" tunings in fourths for

the five-stringed viol, and the tuning "which is used now,"

each with corresponding illustrations.25 Not until the

mid-to-late seventeenth century was a distinction made

between an alto viol ("haute-contre") and the tenor, each

24 Frank Dobbins, "Jacques Mauduit, " New Grove
Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 20 vols., ed. Stanley
Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1980), XI, 840.

2 5 Marin Mersenne, Harmonie Universelle: The Books on
Instruments, trans. of original (Paris, 1636) by Roger E.
Chapman, (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1957), 249-51.
Mersenne's illustration of the 16 c. five-string viol is an
exact duplication of that in Epitome Musical (Lyons, 1556).
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with their own tunings and dimensions.26 However, Mauduit

had proposed (around 1620) a high tenor tuning: c-f-b'-d'-

, , , 27g' -c.

Repertoire

According to Rousseau, the first viols in France "had

five strings and were very large, their use being for

accompaniment."28 Indeed, the early repertoire of the

sixteenth century viol consort consisted of vocal music--

which they initially doubled with voices and later

performed on their own--and dances. In an age when

instrumentations were rarely specified, players could

choose from a wide range of music printed by Attaingnant

and others. Claude Gervaise's Premier Livre de Violle

(Paris, c. 1546) is now lost. However, a description of it

in Sebastien Brossard's Catalogue des Livres de Musique

theoretique et Pratique, Vocalle et Instrumentale (1724)

describes it as "contenant dix chansons avec introduction

d'accorder et appliquer les doigts selon la maniere qu'on a

accoutume de jouer," and that the ten chansons are notated

2 6 Hans Bol, La Basse de viole du temps de Marin
Marais et d'Antoine Forgueray (Bilthoven: A.B. Creyghton,
1973), 5.

27 Sicard, op. cit., 78 (see note 15). Mauduit's
regular tenor tuning had been A-d-g-b-e'-a'.

2 8 Rousseau, op. cit., 234.
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in tablature as well as "nottes ordinaires.,,2 9  Woodfield

convincingly suggests that this lost tutor may be the first

in a series of six volumes published by Attaingnant;

volumes two through six survive as the well-known

Danseries.30 These subsequent volumes may therefore be the

first music written in France with the viol consort

specifically in mind, though again no instrumentation is

named.

Among other works in the sixteenth and early

seventeenth centuries may be included a set of Ricercare by

Nicholas Benoist, Guillaume Colin, and Gabriel Coste,

published in Venice in 1540 as a part of Musica Nova.

These works are by French composers and are appropriate in

31%
style and range for viols. The Fantaisies a 3, 4, 5, et

6 parties of Eustache Du Caurroy and those of Charles

Guillet were both published in 1610. Again, their ranges

suggest execution on the five-string French viols, while Du

Caurroy's melodic writing is more expressive (he used

chansons as well as religious themes) than the theorist

Guillet's.32 Three fantasies by Claude Le Jeune are

included in the posthumous publication of his Second Livre

29 Woodfield, op. cit., 199.

301d., 200. 31Sicard, op. cit., 84.

32 Ibid., 86.

, . . _ __
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des Meslanges (1612). Their innovative arrangements owe to

his similar treatment of polyphonic chansons.3 3

New developments early in the seventeenth century

profoundly influenced the viol tradition in France and its

repertoire. The Academie de Poesie et de Musique, founded

in the late sixteenth century, had always supported

instrumental performance. Under the leadership of Jacques

Mauduit, the Academie helped the viol to gain increasing

prominence in aristocratic music circles. Virtuosi such as

Andre Maugars (c. 1580-c. 1645) and later Nicolas Hotman

(c. 1614-1663) made possible a new style of writing that

made use of specific, idiomatic features.

Contemporary praise abounds for these two players.

Mersenne's Harmonicorum instrumentorum (Paris, 1635) extols

them as "men among those most versed (in the art of

diminutions) and in bowings as delicate as they are

pleasant." 4  Rousseau, himself a violist, is more

articulate: "The first men in France to excel in playing

the Viol were Messieurs MAUGARS and HOTMAN, they were

33 Ibid., 87.

34 Michel Sicard, "The French Viol School: The
Repertory from 1650 to Sainte-Colombe (ca. 1680)," Journal
of the Viola da Gamba Society of America XXII (1985), 43.
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equally to be admired, although their characters were

different.,35

Maugars was able to "diversify" a five- or six-note

theme on the spot, exhausting the possibilities both in

divisions and chords. Hotman, says Rousseau, was "the

first to compose in France pieces in regular Harmony on the

Viol, to produce beautiful Melodies, and to imitate the

Voice . . . .0"36 Hotman succeeded Louis Couperin in 1661

as treble violist at the French court. Maugars' stay in

England from 1620-24 (in the service of James I) influenced

the French style. Mid-seventeenth-century compositon for

viol must increasingly be viewed in light of the

developments mentioned above.

These compositions include a Fantaisie en faveur de

la quarte by Antoine Du Cousu (1636), Trois fantaisies pour

violes by Etienne Moulinee (1639), and Nicolas Metru's

% 38Fantaisies a deux partes pour les violes (1642). Special

mention should be made of the long instrumental preludes

which precede the vocal pieces of Henry Du Mont's Preludes

et Meslanges (1657). These preludes demonstrate a grandeur

35 Rousseau, op. cit., 235.

36 . 37Ibid. Sicard (1985), op. cit., 43.

38 Sicard (1981), op. cit., 89.
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that matches the vocal Meslanges and provide opportunity

for the display of the virtouso's abilities.3 9

According to Sicard, however, "it is above all with

the Fantaisies et Simphonies of Louis Couperin [undated]

for treble viol and basso continue that the new style of

the period is affirmed."4 0  These innovative works are

scored for a true solo line in the challenging upper

register of the instrument, which had been seldom explored

by contemporary composers. The textures resemble the

alteration of recitatives and arias. The novel, forward-

looking ideas in these works were to be the foundation of

the great works by Hotman, Dubuisson, and others. In the

hands of these violists, the French viol school's traits

are manifest after an even greater expansion of virtuosity

and further exploitation of the instrument's range.

Recent research reveals a total of 48 compositions by

Hotman.4 1  Sources include a suite in BN Res.llll that may

be the surviving part of a suite for two viols.42 A suite

39 Ibid., 90.

4 0 Ibid.

4 1 Gordon Dodd, draft version of critical notes for
Warsaw, Biblioteka Warsawskiego Tomarzystwa Muzycznego, In.
377/No. 221,ffacsimile edition forthcoming (Geneva:
Minkoff), vi.

42 Barbara Schwendowius, Die Solistische Gambenmusik
in Frankreich von 1610 bis 1740 (Regensberg: Bosse Verlag,
1970), 35, note 4.
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in the Bodleian Library contains an allemande, courante,

sarabande, double de sarabande, and gigue, a layout similar

to that encountered in many of Dubuisson's suites.4 3

Another major source is Warsaw (the same source that boasts

approximately 100 pieces by Dubuisson), which contains at

least seventeen movements. Like Louis Couperin, Hotman's

pieces call for facility on the entire fingerboard of the

instrument. Melodies are usually cantabile, expressive,

and have a flowing, pastoral character. In addition, the

use of disjunct melodies shows the influence of English

violists, as does the chordal style that Maugars

undoubtedly encountered in England and probably introduced

45into France. According to Beecher, the contrast in

styles encountered in Hotman's output may reflect an

aesthetic evolution in this virtuoso's compositions during

a career that spanned at least thirty years.4 6

1660-1685: Dubuisson's Era

With the deaths of Louis Couperin in 1661 and Hotman

in 1663, Dubuisson alone assumed the French solo viol

4 3 Sicard (1985), op. cit., 43. 4 4 Ibid., 43-44.

5Ibid., 45. Unfortunately, no music by Maugars
survives.

46 Donald Beecher, "Aesthetics of the French Solo Viol
Repertory, 1650-1680," Journal of the Viola da Gamba
Society of America XXIV (1987), 11.
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legacy for the next two decades. To be sure, there were

other viol players active between 1663 and 1685: Sebastien

Le Camus, Gabriel Caignet l'aine, Pierre Anthoine LeMoyne,

Estienne Le Moyne, and Marin Marais were all known to be

employed in Louis XIV's Musique de la Chambre at various

times during this period.47 However, only Marais produced

extant viol music, and not until 1686. Sainte-Colombe,

too, is known to have been active at this time, but his

Concerts a deux violes esgales, in manuscript only, date

from after 1687 and possibly were not copied until after

his death (c. 1695-1700).48 Therefore, it is solely the

music of Dubuisson with which one must reconstruct the

developmments of the French school for this twenty-two-year

period.

This era saw a major evolution in the function and

style of the bass viol. The influence of the lute school

on viol technique and style of composition was, like the

popularity of the lutenists themselves, declining. Gordon

Kinney suggests that Dubuisson was among the violists who

also played lute and/or theorbo, but this probably resulted

47 Benoit, op, cit., 1-68.

48 Paul Hooreman, "Introduction" of his ed. of Le
Sieur de Sainte-Colombe, Concerts a deux violes esgales,
Vol. XX of Publications de la Socidt6 Frangaise de
Musicologie (Paris: Heugel, 1973), ix.
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from misinterpretation of some of the tablature pieces in

BN. 4

Dubuisson's music can be called upon to exhibit both

the old trends and the innovations which would survive into

the following generation. On the conservative side, his

music is very chordal in the style of Hotman, with melodies

which are often short fragments. It is also written for a

six-stringed instrument alone, without basso continuo.5 0

All this is in contrast to the melodic style of writing

that would dominate the repertoire from 1686; and in which

basso coninuo accompaniment would free the viol soloist

from frequent chords and allow him to play long, flowing

melodies. Also conservative in Dubuisson's music is the

lack of certain movements which, during the 1660's and

1670's, grew in popularity among both dancers and

49
Denise Launay's article on Dubuisson wrongly

identifies five of the BN pieces as either written for or
transcribed for lute. See Denise Launay, "Du Buisson,"
Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, 17 vols., ed. Friedrich
Blume (Kassel: Bdrenreiter, 1949-86), III, 845, and Gordon
Kinney, "Writings on the Viol by Dubuisson, De Machy,
Roland Marais, Etienne Loulie," Journal of the Viola da
Gamba Society of America XIII (1976), 19.

5 0 The seven-string instrument, developed by Sainte-
Colombe c. 1675, extended the low register of the normal
six-string viol from low D (below the bass clef) to low A.
A ballet in Warsaw--VdGS no. 111--does contain a low C
below the lowest D of the six-string instrument; this
single occurrence probably does not indicate that Dubuisson
was writing for a seven-string viol, since he never fully
exploits the added bass register.
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composers. Noticably absent from his output are menuets

and chaconnes.

Although Rousseau was in 1688 to evoke the name of

Dubuisson, together with DeMachy, as targets of his polemic

against conservatism in viol playing, certain aspects of

Dubuisson's career show him to be among the innovators of

the French Baroque. He was the first in France to

experiment with suites in a prelude-allemande-courante-

sarabande-gigue (P-A-C-S-G) sequence. Subsequently,

several violists--including DeMachy (1685), Louis

Huedelline (1701) and Jacques Morel (1709)--became

exceptional among French composers for their adherence to

this "classic" sequence.51 Dubuisson was the first to

compose ballets, fantasies, arias, and gavottes for bass

viol (Louis Couperin wrote fantasies for treble viol with

continuo). His instructions in LC are the earliest French

treatise on the subject of viol playing by nineteen years.

And his celebrated performance with two other bass violists

in March 1680, reported in the Mercure Galant, was

considered innovative in its instrumentation.

In addition to the evolving solo viol literature

between 1660 and 1685, two important works for viol

51 David Fuller, "Suite," The New Grove Dictionary of
Music and Musicians, 20 vols., ed. Stanley Sadie (London:
Macmillanr 1980),-1XVIII, 343.
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ensemble also survive. Henry DuMont's Motets a deux voix

avec la basse continue (1668) contains two allemandes and

one symphonie for two viols and continuo.5 2

Marc Antoine Charpentier's Concert pour quatre

parties de violes a trois et basse continue dates from 1680

and shows the influence of his teacher, Giacomo Carissimi,

in the rich harmonies and Italianate tensions.5 3

After 1685

The first publication in France for solo bass viol

appeared in 1685--the Pieces de Violle by DeMachy (first

name unknown). It consists of eight suites (four in

standard notation and four in tablature) and an

"Avertissement" describing the role of the viol as both

melodic and self-accompanimental, some playing

instructions, and a table of ornaments. The pieces are

similar in texture and style to those of Dubuisson, though

not as melodious. Jean Rousseau published his Trait' de la

viole in 1687; it contained criticisms aimed at DeMachy and

his bias toward "the true way to play the Viol"--pieces in

52 Henry DuMont, The Symphonias, Pavanes, and
Allemandes for three and four viols and basso continuo from
his collections of 1652, 1657, and 1668, ed. Barbara
Coeyman (Ottawa: Dovehouse Editions, 1983).

53 Michel Sicard, "The French Viol School: The
Repertory from 1650 to Sainte-Colombe (ca. 1680),"
op. cit., 52-54.
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chordal style.54 Rousseau advocated instead the melodic

style (Le :eu de Melodie) which was closer to the sound of

the human voice. In addition, this basic aesthetic

conflict was reflected in the authors' different

instructions for left-hand placement (DeMachy's advice is

identical to that for lute playing).

This controversy continued as DeMachy responded in

writing to Rousseau's Traite by publishing an open letter

to his friends (the letter is now lost). Rousseau's second

response is introduced and published by Frangois Lesure.5 5

In this, Rousseau writes:

. . . I am able to produce several witnesses who have
knowledge of the contempt that he made about the
playing of Sainte Colombe [Rousseau's teacher],
describing it everywhere & preferring to him the
playing of the l e old DuBuisson who held the [left]
hand very badly.

Marin Marais, a member of the Musique de la Chambre

at court since 1679, 57 published the first of five books

of pieces de viole in 1686. He was the most illustrious

54 Gordon J. Kinney, "A 'Tempest in a Glass of Water,'
or a Conflict of Esthetic Attitudes," Journal of the Viola
da Gamba Society of America XIV (1977), 45.

55
Frangois Lesure, "Une querelle sur la jeu de la

viole en 1688: J. Rousseau contre DeMachy," Revue de
Musicologie XLVI (December, 1960), 181-199.

56 Ibid., 188: "je puis produire plusieurs temoins qui
ont connoissance du mepris qu'il faisoit du jeu de Monsieur
de Sainte Colombe, le decriant partout & luy preferant le

jeu de fg le vieux DuBuisson qui portoit tres mal la
main." Benoit, op. cit., 68.
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student of Sainte-Colombe. Other pupils of Sainte-Colombe

include Rousseau and Danoville (first name unknown) who

wrote L'art de toucher le dessus et basse de violle in

1687, the same year as Rousseau's Traite.

Marais' pieces, along with those of others in his

generation and of his students, reflect that it was the

aesthetic of Rousseau that would prevail. This is due in

part to the addition of continuo accompaniment, beginning

with Marais' first book. His other books are dated 1701,

1711, 1717, and 1725 and together contain some 550 pieces

for one, two, and three bass viols with continuo. In

addition to his chamber music for viol and continuo, he

studied composition with Lully and composed four operas,

the most successful of which was Alcione (1706).58

Another prominent French violist of the late

seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries was Antoine

Forqueray. He became a "Musicien ordinaire de la chambre

du roy" in 1689 and remained until 1742 when his son, Jean-

Baptiste, succeeded him. It was Jean-Baptiste who edited

and published twenty-nine of his father's

58
Clyde H. Thompson, "Marin Marais," The New Grove

Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 20 vols., ed. Stanley
Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1980TXI, 641. See also
Frangois Lesure, "Marin Marais. Sa carriere. Sa
famille." Revue Belge de Musicologie VII (1953), 129-136.
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pieces in 1747.59 Forqueray's pieces reflect a growing

Italian influence.

Other notable player-composers of the eighteenth

century include Louis de Caix d'Hervelois, a pupil of

Marais and composer of six books of pieces (the sixth for

pardessus de viole). Another Marais student was Jacques

Morel, who left a single book of pieces and a "Chaconne en

trio" (1709) for flute, bass viol, and basso continuo.6 0

Growing Italian influence, together with larger audiences

and performance halls, were contributing to the decline of

the viol in France, where the viol had maintained its

prestige much longer than in most of the rest of Europe.

Hubert Le Blanc, in his Defense de la basse de viole contre

les enterprises du violon et les pretentions du violoncel

(1740), imagined an "Empire de la viole" in which Marais,

Antoine Forqueray, and Caix d'Hervelois occupied the first,

second, and third levels.61 Le Blanc's protests did not

59 Bonney McDowell, Marais and Forqueray: A Historical
and Analytical Study of their Music for Solo Basse de Viole
(Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 1974; Ann Arbor,
Mich.: University Microfilms, 75-9292), 16-20.

60 Julie Anne Sadie, The Bass Viol in French Baroque
Chamber Music (Ann Arbor: U.M.I. Research Press, 1980), 16.

6 1 Hubert Le Blanc, Defense de la basse de viole
contre le entreprises du violin et les pretentious du
violoncel (Amsterdam: 1740), translated and annotated by
Barbara Garvey Jackson, Journal of the Viola da Gamba
Society of America X (1973), 26.
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change the gradual decline of the viol; Caix d'Hervelois'

fifth book, published in 1748, was the final French

publication for the instrument.



CHAPTER IV

THE SUITE IN FRANCE

In order to better place Dubuisson's suites in the

context of their time, a short history of the suite genre is

in order. Emphasis shall be placed on the development of

the suite in France and on the evolution of some

particularly French characteristics. Although the suite is

principally considered a Baroque achievement, the term was

never universally applied or accepted during that period,

nor was the meaning of the term fixed.

Before 1600

The idea of grouping dances in pairs dates back at

least to the fourteenth century. A medieval Italian

manuscript from that era contains two estampies--the Lamento

di Tristano and La Manfredina--each of which are followed by

a supplementary dance called rotta.1 These rotte move in

quicker note values and are thematically related to their

respective estampies. The Brussels basse danse manuscript,

from the first half of the fifteenth century, appears to

1 British Museum Ms. Add. 29987; see Hermann Beck, The
Suite, trans. Robert Kolben as No. 26 of Anthology of MsTc
(Koln: Arno Volk, 1966), 7.

42
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contain successions of a fast pas de breban and a slower

basse danse mineur.2 This progression from fast to slow

contrasts with most other pairings, yet it is still

significant in the history of dance groupings.

The sixteenth century witnessed the real flowering of

the dance suite. Two factors contributed to this: 1) the

rise of instrumental music in general due to improved

instrument-building, improved technique among performers,

and the popularity of tablature notation;3 and 2) the rise

of music printing. The latter may also have contributed to

dance movements being grouped together.

Early sixteenth century suites for lute are found in

Ottaviano de Petrucci's four lute books (1507-08), Pierre

Attaingnant's Dixhuit basses dices garnies de Recoupes et

Tordions . . (1530)4 and Luis de Narvaez's Los seys libros

del delphin (1538).5 Early dance collections for keyboard

include those by Hans Kotter (c. 1513), Attaingnant's

2Brussels, Bibliotheque Royal de Belgique, Ms. 9085;
see also Le manuscrit dit des Basses Danses de la
Bibliotheque de Bourgogne, edited and transcribed Ernest
Closson (Geneve: Minkoff Reprints, 1976).

3 Beck, op. cit., 10.

4 Daniel Heartz, Pierre Attaingnant: Royal Printer of
Music (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1969).

5 Beck, op. cit., 11.
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Quatorze Gailliardes neuf Pavennes . . . (c. 1531), 6 and an

anonymous Italian source, the Intabolatura nova di varie

sortie di balli da sonare per arpichordi . . . (1551).7

The first use of the term "suite" in a musical

publication appeared in Estienne du Tertre's Septieme Livre

de Danseries, published in 1557 by Attaingnant. The table

of contents includes the following entries:

Premiere suytte de Bransles
Seconde suytte de Bransles
Troisieme suytte de Bransles
Premiere suytte de Bransles d'Escossg
Seconde suytte de Bransles d'Escosse

From the 1540's to the end of the century, the most

common grouping is the pairing of either a pavan and

galliard or a passamezzo and saltarello. They are usually

based on the same melodic material.9  Also popular in

printed collections were the bransles. In 1588, Thoinot

Arbeau published his Orchesographie, a French dance manual.

He describes many sequences of bransles to fit the various

functions at a dance, and states that the order and number

of dances was chosen by the musicians.10 Groupings by

6Heartz, op. cit. Beck, op. cit., 11.

8Heartz, op. cit., 376.

9 David Fuller, "Suite," The New Grove Dictionary of

Music and Musicians, 20 vols., ?a. Stanley Sadie (London:

Macmillan, 1980), XVIII, :337. Ibid., 336-337.
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dance type provided the unity needed, therefore the factor

of common tonality was sometimes discarded.

1600-1663

Musical contact between France and England in the early

part of the century resulted in English exposure to French

ballroom practices and French exposure to the quasi-

theatrical music such as the masque dance. French lutenists

such as Jacques Gaultier are known to have worked for long

periods in England, from whence Gaultier introduced the

int) rane.111gigue into France. Antoine Francisque's Tresor d'Orphee

(1600) contains 70 pieces for lute which include allemandes,

courantes, and gavottes.12 The first lute book of Robert

Ballard, published in 1611, contains suites of airs from

popular ballets and sets of bransles, some with varied

repeats.13 In ensemble music, Praetorius issued the

Terpsichore Musarum in 1612, a collection of tunes

representative of the French violin band repertoire. It is

not known whether the groupings by dance type--which do not

"Fuller, op. cit., 338 and Meredith Ellis Little,
"Gigue," The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 20
vols., ed. Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1980), VII,
369.

James R. Anthony, French Baroque Music: from
Beaujoyeaulx 4 Rameau, rev. ed. (New York: W.W. Norton,
1978), 237. Fuller, op. cit., 338.
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all share the same key--reflects French practice or

Praetorius' publishing wishes.

A little known work of Francois Chancy is his Tablature

de Mandore de la composition du Sieur Chancy (Paris, 1629),

which contains the earliest suites with a steady A-C-S

core. 1 In the hands of the French lutenists such as

Ennemond Gaultier, the A-C-S foundation was firmly

established and began to neglect choreographic

considerations.1 5  The personal, stylized language of the

mid-century lute school inherited and nurtured the suite.

Denis Gaultier's Rhetorique des Dieux is a collection of

fifty-two pieces grouped into twelve suites, some of which

exhibit the A-C-S sequence. All of them begin with a

prelude, pavane, or allemande. It is also believed that

French lutenists were primarily responsible for introducing

non-dance movements such as preludes, fantasies, overtures,

airs, and rondeaus.1 6

The first suites by the harpsichordists began to appear

at mid-century. Those of Chambonnie~res and Louis Couperin

show various groupings. Chambonnieres' published pieces

(1670) are believed to have been written earlier; manuscript

1 4 Ibid., 339. 1 5 Anthony, op. cit., 237.

1 6 McDowell, op. cit., 51.
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sources date from the 1650's. The style of composing and

grouping the dance movements seems to have been inherited

from the lutenists.

The earliest violist/composer from whom we have suites

is Nicolas Hotman. Since all his pieces in Warsaw are in D

minor it is difficult to decide what is definitely a suite,

though three can be discovered: (1) Ballet-A-C-S-G, (2)

Ballet-A-C-S-G-G, (3) A-Boure-Ballet-Boutade. Other

identifiable suites include an A-C-S-C-S grouping (preceded

in the ms. by C-S-G) in BN, also in D minor, and an A-C-S-G

sequence in G major.18 These five suites comprise nearly

half of Hotman's extant output; clear in most is the A-C-S

core which would find acceptance among French violists as

quickly as with the other instrumentalists. Hotman was

himself a renowned lutenist as well. Dubuisson would

inherit this pattern and expand upon it in the two decades

following Hotman's death in 1663.

8 Thematic Index of Music for Viols, compiled by Gordon
Dodd (London: Viola da Gamba Society of Great Britain,
1980-), Hotman--l through 3.

17 Anthony, op. cit., 248.



CHAPTER V

DUBUISSON'S MUSIC

Dubuisson' s Suites

In the manuscripts, most of Dubuisson's movements are

arranged into obvious suite groupings. Groups of movements

that contain a core of allemande, courante, and sarabande

and that are in a common key will be designated suites or

suite groupings. Those small groups of movements which do

not meet these qualifications will be identified as suite

fragments or merely fragments.

Suite groupings include the four suites in LC, each

consisting of a prelude, allemande, courante, sarabande, and

gigue sequence (P-A-C-S-G) in the keys of D minor, D major,

A minor, and A major. In addition, the movements in E

minor in Durham constitute a suite (A-C-S-G). Only one

suite grouping can be identified within the thirteen

tablature pieces in BN. Here the final three movements are

A-C-S in G minor. The Dubuisson pieces in Kassel help to

form suites by appearing in suite groupings among movements

by anonymous composers. One wholly Dubuisson suite does

1TheA major suite also includes a "double de
sarabande" after the sarabande and before the gigue.

48
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appear; it is an A-C-S grouping in A minor that also forms

the core for the A minor suite in LC. See Table I (p. 19)

for concordances.

Warsaw, the largest source, contains fourteen

ascertainable suite groupings. These range from large

sequences such as Fantaisie-P-P-A-C-Var-S-Gavotte-Ballet-G

(fols. 36r-36v, in D major) to smaller groupings such as

A-C-S (fols. 18v-19v, in C Major). There are several

fragments of suites and individual movements not belonging

to suites. Also, several of the suite groupings in Warsaw

contain multiple examples of preludes, courantes, and other

movements from which single examples can presumably be

selected by the performer to form a suite according to

individual tastes. Suites thus selected may contain

multiple examples of some movement types (as in Denis

Gaultier's La rhetorique des Dieux), although when several

preludes precede a grouping, the practice was probably to

choose only one. In these respects, the Dubuisson section

of the Warsaw manuscript appears to be part collected

suites, part anthology of independent movements.

Mention should be made again of the lack of any rigid

layout of movements in the tradition of the suite in

France. Although they contributed more of the dance

movements to the suite than any other nation, French

composers and performers seem to be the least obsessed with
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a standard sequence of movements. Indeed, many of Frangois

Couperin's and Marin Marais' suites (to name only two

composers), for example, do not contain the A-C-S core, but

are nonetheless suites in the accepted sense of the word,

due to their common key and their appearance in publication

as a unit. In this context, however, none of Dubuisson's

fragments found in Warsaw, Kassel, or BN could be construed

actually to be suites.

The bass lines found in Kassel for four of the nine

Dubuisson movements are unique in his output. They may not

have been supplied by the composer, but rather by the

compiler, who sought to provide bass lines for these as well

as other pieces in the manuscript (the bass lines are in a

separate book from the solo parts). Two of the four pieces

are found in LC and Warsaw without bass parts. Nevertheless,

a performer may choose to use these bass parts played either

by another bass violist, or by a basso continuo pair

consisting of bass viol with harpsichord or theorbo.

Table II gives a breakdown of movement types and the

number of each.

. : ; , au: ... , svWr:>w.' fit
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Table II

Type and Number of Dubuisson' s Movements

Type No. Type No.

preludes 25 arias 2

fantaisies 4 ballets 4

allemandes 23 bourree 1

courantes 26 gavottes 2

sarabandes 17 air 1

gigues 11

As with most of his contemporaries, Dubuisson's

courantes are more numerous than other types. This is also

true of both Gaultier cousins, Chambonnieres, and Louis

Couperin. The lack of enthusiasm for optional movements is

also indicative of the time. Not only were composers

concerned with the more traditional movements; when it came

to writing the optional movements, each composer usually

showed a preference for one or two types.

Preludes and Fantasies

Dubuisson's preludes or fantasies (always titled

fantaisie) precede most, but not all, of his suite

groupings. Four suites in Warsaw as well as the single

suites in BN and Durham begin instead with an allemande.

Warsaw contains eighteen preludes and four fantasies, some

of which are found at the head of suites and others
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independently. Each of the suites in LC begins with a

prelude, while the two tablature pieces contained therein

are also preludes.2 There is one "Preludium" in A major in

BN.

The preludes of Dubuisson are in normally-barred

rhythms, unlike the preludes non measures of Denis Gaultier,

Charles Mouton (lutenists), Louis Couperin, or Nicholas

Lebegue (clavecinists). It appears that sometime in the

1670's or 1680's viol players, too, experimented in writing

preludes without bar lines. However, those that survive are

made up of orthodox note values rather than streams of

whole-notes as is the case with the lutenists and

clavecinists. Examples of unbarred preludes for viol

include all of DeMachy's preludes (Pieces de Violle, 1685)

and some of those by Sainte-Colombe (Concerts a deux violes

esgales, n.d.). All of Dubuisson 's fantasies are, like his

preludes, in conventionally barred measures.

The length of these introductory movements range from

very short (five measures) to very long (seventy measures).

2While some authors (Schwendowius, Bol) hold that these
tablature works are in fact one large "Grande Prelude," and
another (Dodd) that they are a prelude followed by an
allemande, I have found on the basis of comparison with
certain aspects of Dubuisson's other preludes (notably the
modes and traits of final cadences) that these are more
likely two separate movements, both preludes. See Schwen-
dowius, op. cit., 62 n.l, and Gordon Dodd, Thematic Index of
Music for Viols (Viola da Gamba Society of Great Britain,
1980- ), Dubuisson-2, nos. 21 and 22.
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Nearly two-thirds are from ten to twenty measures in

length. Those that are longer tend to be much more so. The

longest prelude (VdGS no. 21) is forty-eight measures in

length, while the four fantasies show a tendency for greater

length. The two longest are sixty-three measures (Warsaw

fol. 14v-15v--without VdGS no.3) and seventy measures (VdGS

no. 113). The interrelationship of the prelude and fantasy

in Dubuisson is best demonstrated by the fact that Warsaw

fol. 14v-15v duplicates almost exactly the first nine

measures of the prelude VdGS no. 21.

The preludes are dominated by a single-voice texture in

which true melody is subordinate to figurations, scalar

passages, and rhythmically-uniform diatonic passages.

Another feature common to many of these movements is the

rhythmic accelerando: a gradual diminution of rhythmic note

values from a slow opening to a fast-moving middle section

or ending. This is reminiscent of Christopher Simpson's

advice concerning improvised diminutions: to begin slowly

and to gradually "break it into Division of quicker

3 This fantaisie was not assigned a separate VdGS number
because the first nine measures are nearly identical to the
first nine measures of VdGS no. 21, and because Dodd assigns
individual numbers and establishes concordances based
largely on the incipits of movements. However, after
measure nine, the fantasy differs from the prelude (VdGS no.
21) and is longer by fifteen measures.

,
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motion. "4  Often the pace slows again near the end of the

piece, sometimes in an abrupt manner (Ex. 1).

Example 1. Prelude, VdGS no. 101, mm. 8-11.

This is in contrast to the preludes of DeMachy, which

usually maintain a fairly steady rhythmic profile

throughout.

The textures in the preludes are varied; most are made

up of three or more sections during which a single texture

predominates.5 This practice is similar to that observed in

4 Christopher Simpson, The Division Violist, 2nd ed.
(London: W. Godbid, 1665), facsimile ed. with introduction
by Nathalie Dolmetsch (London: J. Gurwen, 1955), 56.

5 Here I am indebted to McDowell's clarification of Jean
Rousseau's typology of viol textures (Traite* de la Viole,
1687) into four categories. Rousseau's categories are:
(1) Le Jeu de Melodie, (2) Le Jeu d'Harmonie, (3) Le Jeu de
s'accompagner, (4) Le Jeu de l'accompagnement, and (5) Le
Jeu de travailler sur un sujet. McDowell's categories are:
(1) unaccompanied melody, (2) accompanied melody, (3) free-
voiced counterpoint, and (4) division-style writing. For
our purposes in dealing with the repertoire of a slightly
earlier period (1650's-1680's), we should remain aware of
the more direct influence of the lutenists and add both
style brise and purely chordal textures. See Bonney
McDowell, op. cit., 97-108.
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DeMachy's preludes. A few of Dubuisson's preludes exhibit a

single prevalent texture; Example 2 illustrates one in which

the texture is chordal throughout.

Example 2. Prelude, VdGS no. 21, mm. 31-35.

Some other common textures in the preludes are derived

from the division-style writing of the English viol players,

whose influence had been felt in France since Maugars' stay

in England from 1620 to 1624. This division style is

improvisatory in nature, originating from the practice of

extemporaneous playing over a repeating bass pattern, or

"ground". Examples of this influence in Dubuisson's

preludes include passages with rapid changes of register

(Ex. 3),

Example 3. Prelude, VdGS no. 95, mm. 10-11.
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a combination of conjunct melody and arpeggiation of harmony

(Ex. 4),

Example 4. Prelude, Warsaw fol. 4r (no VdGS no.)6, mm. 7-9.

I-r
-o w,

and the sequential expansion of a motive (Ex. 5).

Example 5. Sequential expansion of motives.

(a) Prelude, VdGS no. 101, mm. 2-4.
(b) Preludium, VdGS no. 37, mm. 8-9.

a.

9 0cz # r

6 For reasons similar to those discussed in note 2, this
prelude was not assigned a VdGS number. The first measures
of this and VdGS no. 1 are identical, but after that they
are different. The prelude in Warsaw is also eight measure
longer than VdGS no. 1, found in LC (fol. 2r).

4

I I a a .0 ar I ! ! i i =f i f i t i
JF 4F OF

i

lo. - -
b. 2 -AV A Al f"q
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Contrapuntal textures are common in the preludes and

fantasies. Some of the multivoiced passages actually

contain more than one voice, while others imply with a

single voice the motion of two or more parts. The viol's

capabilities and limitations lend an idiomatic character to

these sections, because to actually play two lines on the

instrument, they must lie on adjacent strings. The standard

tuning of any two adjacent string usually limits the

interval of any double stop to an octave or smaller.

Therefore, much of this counterpoint is implied by two

widely-spaced lines (Ex. 6).

Example 6. Prelude, VdGS no. 95, mm. 25-28.

Sometimes the two voices are spaced far enough apart to

warrant the occasional filling-in of harmonies, as in

Examples 7 and 8.
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Example 7. Prelude, VdGS no. 60, mm. 7-10.

Example 8. Prelude, VdGS no. 11, mm. 7-11.

These are the most English-inspired textures in the

preludes. In fact, most of the English influences on

Dubuisson, particularly those derived from division-style

techniques, can be seen in these movements.

However, a strong French tradition of preludes is also

evident in those of Dubuisson. Texturally, the influence of

the style bruise of the lutenists is apparent in both viol

music and harpsichord pieces from the seventeenth century,

and is evident in these preludes (Ex. 9).
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Example 9. Fantaisie, VdGS no. 105, mm. 3-6.

Another prevalent pseudo-contrapuntal device which seems to

be common among French violists--the rapid alternation of a

bass line with a repeating upper voice--is illustrated in

Example 10.

Example 10. Pseudo-counterpoint in Dubuisson,
Sainte-Colombe, and DeMachy.

(a) Dubuisson: Prelude, VdGS no. 75, mm. 5-7.
(b) Dubuisson: Fantaisie, VdGS no 113, mm. 5-7.
(c) Sainte-Colombe: Concert XVIII "Les bateries," from

Concerts a deux violes esgales, mm. 28-30.
(d) DeMachy, Prelude from Suite IV, Pieces de Violle.

a. 
_



c.

6 0

r . r..

Often the purpose of a prelude for an instrumentalist

such as a lutenist or violist was preparatory: to warm up,

to check the tuning of the instrument, and to firmly

establish a tonality before proceeding with a collection of

pieces in that key. This is presumably why some are short,

improvisatory, and extend throughout much of the range of

the instrument. Of this type, examples from Dubuisson

include the prelude from the first suite in LC, shown below

in its entirety (Ex. 11).

Example 11. Prelude, VdGS no. 1.

Four of the preludes and two of the fantasies are

divided into sections by double bars. Of these, only two of

the preludes are clearly indicated to be binary in form,

with repeats. Most, however, appear to be through-composed,

with no such partition.

d.

I IF i Y.0 . -Ar F I I-

LED I Q Ep 
I
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Harmonically speaking, most of the preludes and

fantasies remain internally static and conservative.

Modulations are almost completely limited to those movements

in minor keys, in which the modulation is to the relative

major. In the longest prelude, the first in tablature in LC

(VdGS no. 21), there are two modulations from the tonic D

minor to F major.

Table III lists the preludes (and presumed preludes)

and fantasies, citing their locations, length, and keys.

VdGS no.

1

6

11

16

21

22

37

none

42

48

none

60

73

Table III

Dubuisson's Preludes and

location #mm.

LC, f.2r 5

LC, f.6v 10

LC, f.12v 21

LC, f.17v 10

LC, f.22v 48

LC, f.24v 15

BN, f.193v 17

Warsaw, f.4r 13

Warsaw, f.8r 16

Warsaw, f.lly 16

Warsaw, f.14v 63

Warsaw, f.20r 16

Warsaw, f.28v 11

Fantasies

key

d

D

a

A

d

d

A

a

a

d

d

e

A

P/Fa

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

F

P

P

......A.



Table III

VdGS no. location

74 Warsaw, f.31r

75 Warsaw, f.31v

76 Warsaw, f.33r

81 Warsaw, f.38v

82 Warsaw, f.39r

83 Warsaw, f.39v

88 Warsaw, f.42r

90 Warsaw, f.43r

95 Warsaw, f.46r

101 Warsaw, f.50r

102 Warsaw, f.50V

103 Warsaw, f.51r

105 Warsaw, f.53v

106 Warsaw, f.54v

112 Warsaw, f.58r

113 Warsaw, f.58v

114 Warsaw, f.60r

115 Warsaw, f.60v

a. P/F--denotes a prelude or f

(cont'd.)

#mm.

11

44

20

16

15

14

17

15

28

14

11

11

24

28

11

70

19

47

fantasy.

Allemandes

Twenty-three distinct allemandes appear in the five

Dubuisson sources. All four of the allemandes in LC and one

62

.. .. r. .....

key

D

D

D

d

d

d

d

D

G

g

g

g

d

d

C

D

G

G

P/Fa

F

P

P

P

[P]

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

F

P

[P]

F

P

P
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of two found in BN are duplicated in Warsaw. In addition,

one of the LC allemandes also appears in tablature in

Kassel. See Table I (p. 19) for concordances.

The allemandes do not exploit the range of the

instrument as extensively as do the preludes and fantasies.

They do, however, contain slightly more melodic-thematic

character, as over half begin with a broad, vigorous opening

melody (Exs. 12 and 13).

Example 12. Allemande, VdGS no. 2, mm. 1-3.

Example 13. Allemande, VdGS no. 43, mm. 1-3.

The melodic material that begins the second half only once

parallels that of the first (Ex. 14, from the same movement

illustrated in Ex. 12).

Example 14. Allemande, VdGS no. 2, mm. 8-9.
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This practice is much more consistent in the eight

allemandes by DeMachy, each of which presents almost

identical thematic material at the beginning of the two

sections. A similar parallel treatment, though stricter

rhythmically than melodically, is also found in most of

Denis Gaultier's allemandes for lute. 7 In Dubuisson, the

beginnings of the two sections do usually match insofar as

the presence or absence of an anacrusis, as well as in the

voice-texture of the downbeat (chordal or monophonic).

All of Dubuisson's allemandes are binary in form and

modulate at the close of the first section. The most common

area of modulation is to the dominant (V); however, many of

the minor-key allemandes modulate to the relative major

(III). All but six of the twenty-three allemandes begin the

second section in the same key in which the first section

ended, the six exceptions all occurring in minor-key

movements. See Table IV for specific details.

We find in Dubuisson's allemandes a distinct rhythmic

profile that is inherited from late sixteenth- and early

seventeenth-century stylization. This characteristic

rhythmic structure is identified by frequent dotted-note

values and later by the anacrusis. As early as 1551,

7 Denis Gaultier, La Rhetorique des Dieux et autres
pieces de luth, transcribed and edited by Andr& Tessier as
Vols. VI and VII of Publications de la Societe FranEaise de
Musicologie (Paris: E. Droz, 1932-33).
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allemandes for lute by Adrian Le Roy exhibited the trait of

the dotted quarter note on the initial downbeat (Ex. 15).

Example 15. Adrian Le Roy, Almande from Premi r livre de
tablature de luth (Paris, 1551), mm. 1-4.

In the seventeenth century, allemandes increasingly

exhibited this rhythm, especially at the beginnings of

sections. The six "almains" in Anthony Holborne's Pavans,

galliards, almains, and other short aeirs (1599)9 in five

parts all show a proclivity for this rhythm in at least one

of the voices at or near the opening of each section. The

same is true for some of the four-part allemandes in Johann

H. Schein's Banchetto Musicale of 1617 (Ex. 16).10

8 Examples 15 and 17 are from Meredith Ellis Little and
Suzanne G. Cusick, "Allemande," The New Grove Dictionary of
Music and Musicians, 20 vols., ed. Stanley Sadie (London:
Macmillan, 1980), 1, 278-279.

9Anthony Holborne, Pavans, Galliards, Almains, ed.
Bernard Thomas (London: London Pro Musica, 1980).

1 0 Johann Hermann Schein, "'Allemande," Three Suites from
"Banchetto Musicale," ed. Dieter Krickeberg (Kassel:
Barenreiter, 1967), 24.

OP I LOW"

"
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Example 16. Johann Hermann Schein, Allemande from Banchetto
Musicale (1617),, mm. 1-2.

In his Harmonie universelle, Mersenne reproduces an

allemande by Francois de Chancy which already exhibits most

of the rhythmic characteristics that will be found in

Dubuisson's allemandes some 20-40 years later: the presence

of the eighth-note anacrusis, ornamentation of the downbeat,

and dotted-eighth-sixteenth groupings on weak beats (Ex.

17).

Example 17. Francois de Chancy, Allemande pour luth from
Mersenne, Harmonie universelle, ii (1637), 88, mm. 1-2.

The contrapuntal possibilities of these rhythmically

"pregnant" motives helped establish them as a standard

feature in French allemandes for solo instruments (lute,

harpsichord, viol) as well as for ensembles.
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Henry DuMont's allemandes for viol ensemble appear over

a sixteen year period in three collections published in

Paris by Ballard: Cantica Sacra (1652), Meslanges (1657),

Motets a deux voix avec la basse continue (1668). Some,

though not all, of the allemandes begin with the strong

opening motive that we have seen evolving. In DuMont, the

rhythms most closely resemble those found in Dubuisson's

allemandes (Exs. 18 and 19).

Example 18. Henry DuMont, Allemanda from Meslanges (1657),
mm. 1-3.

-tI) -I_-
___________I-F

1 1 Henry DuMont, The Symphonias, Pavanes, and Allemandes
for three and four viols and basso continuo from his
collections of 1652, 1657, and 1668, ed. Barbara Coeyman
(Ottawa: Dovehouse Editions, 1983).

Pool I t
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Example 19. Henry DuMont, Allemanda from Motets . . . avec
la basse continue (1668), mm. 1-3 of the keyboard part.

Dubuisson, a contemporary of DuMont, wrote allemandes

using very similar rhythms. Note in Dubuisson the

anacruses, dotted-note values, and strong rhythmic profile

of the f ollowing beginning motive s ( Ex . 20) .

Example 20. Opening motives from four allemandes by
Dubuis son .

(a) Alleman~de, VdGS no. 7, mm. 1-2.
(b) Allemande, VdGS no. 30, mm. 1-2.
(c) Allemande, VdGS no. 17, mm. 1-2.
( d) Allemande, VdGS no. 26, mm. 1-2.

a.

b.
91 F

c. 4a u
d-do
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Texturally, the allemandes are the most contrapuntal

movements in Dubuisson's output. Several types of

contrapuntal devices are used to suggest multivoiced

movement. In a seemingly two-voiced setting, motives are

often found played against one another in one of several

guises--the same motive, two different motives, or the

insertion of independent bass motives (Exs. 21 and 22).

Example 21. Allemande, VdGS no.
motive) .

70, mm. 1-2 (the same

J"
lo TI i

Example 22. Allemande, VdGS no.
bass motives).

65, mm. 1-3 (independent

Disjunct motion is another common manner of two-voiced

writing (Ex. 23).

"

r_______

--- PMEN4 %1. ,oOrl 4,-
r for %w

I t IL =*04

.

* ..

f

cc

4 1 F .
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Example 23. Allemande, VdGS no. 84, mm. 2-4.

The most common device used by Dubuisson to simulate

two-voiced textures is the use of isolated bass notes within

phrases, acting as harmonic supports12 (Exs. 24 and 25).

Example 24. Allemande, VdGS no. 12, m. 6.

Example 25. Allemande, VdGS no. 26, mm. 6-7.

12Schwendowius, op. cit., 111-112.
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Contrary motion, as in Example 26, can also produce a true

two-voiced texture for short passages ranging from two to

five beats (Ex. 26).

Example 26. Allemande, VdGS no. 57, m. 3.

Table IV illustrates some details of Dubuisson's

allemandes individually while Table V allows comparison with

the allemandes of several roughly contemporary French

composers.



GUNN m
VdGS no.

2

7

12

17

26

30

38

43

49

52

57

61

65

70

84

91

96

104

107

108

109

110d
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locatic

LC f.2v

LC f.7vu

LC f.13

LC f.18

Durham

BN f.18

BN f.19

Warsaw

Warsaw

Warsaw

Warsaw

Warsaw

Warsaw

Warsaw

Warsaw

Warsaw

Warsaw

Warsaw

Warsaw

Warsaw

Warsaw

Warsaw

mw.

Table IV

The Allemandes of Dubuisson

a b #mm. #mm.
n ana. lst 1/2 2nd 1/2

7 7

x 5 6

Lv X 8 8

r x 7 8

p.130 X 8 8

4v X 10 11

4v X 8 6

f.8v X 6 7

f.12v X 9 6

f.16r X 6 5

f.18v X 7 6

f.20v X 10 9

f.23v X 9 9

f.27r X 8 6

f.40r X 7 5

f.43v X 5 6

f.46v X 6 7

f.51v 6 7

f.55v X 6 5

f.56r X 6 5

f.56v X 11 12

f.57r X 7 7

mod. C

V

V

V

V

V-v

v

V-v

III

V

V

V

V

V

V-i

V

V

V

III-i

III

III

III-v

V-I

key

d

D

a

A

e

g

g

d

d

d

C

e

F

g

d

D

G

g

d

d

d

d
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Table IV (cont'd)

a. location--only one location cited; see Table I for
concordances.

b. anacrusis--"X" denotes the presence of an eighth-note
anacrusLs; if other than an eighth-note, this is
indicated in brackets.

c. modulation--describes the modulation at end of first
section; two figures denote that second half begins in
different key than that of modulation.

d. This allemande bears the title "Courante" in the MS.

Table V

The Allemandes of

composer

HotmanaL

DeMachy

Ste.-Colombe

E. Gaultier

D. Gaultier

C. Mouton

Chambonnieres

L. Couperin

DuMontc

anacruses

5 of 12

all (8)

1 of 4

2 of 11

2 of 14

1 of 3

9 of 15

9 of 14

Dubuisson's

#mm.
1st 1/2b

6

8-12 (10)

8-11 (10

8-10 (9)

8-14 (10)

8-9 (9)

7-14 (10)

8-12 (9)

Contemporaries

#mm.
2nd 1/2b 1f

6-7 (7) a

8-14 (11l) a:

9-16 (13) a:

8-13 (10) a:

8-15 (10) a:

8-10 (9) a

8-14 (11) a]

od.

11

11

LI

LI

LI

LI

l1

9-14 (10) 13 of 14

I of 5 10-25 (15) 11-24 (16) all

wm.......mom=..
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d. Information on Hotman is drawn from the pieces in
Warsaw and from incipits in the Thematic Index of Music
for Viols.

b. numbers Ff measures in each half--describes ranges of
length followed by the average; presented in the
following format: smallest number of measures-largest
number of measures (average).

c. DuMont's five allemandes for viol ensemble from the
three sources previously mentioned.

Courantes

There are twenty-six courantes in the extant Dubuisson

sources. Concordances for several of these may be found

among the various manuscripts. See Table I (p. 19) for

details of concordances. Two of the courantes in Warsaw

appear to be misnamed--fol. 24v (VdGS no. 67) is more

likely a sarabande, and fol. 57r (VdGS no. 110) an

allemande--and are not considered in the count above nor

the following discussion. They are discussed within the

appropriate areas in this study.

Like several other mid-seventeenth century French

composers, including Chambonnieires and Denis Gaultier,

Dubuisson wrote more courantes than any other type of

movement. This movement established itself as a popular

dance in France in the early seventeenth century13 quickly

entering the repertoire of the lutenists. Its popularity

13Meredith Ellis Little and Suzanne G. Gusick,
"Courante," The New Grove Dictionary of Music and
Musicians, 20 vols., ed. Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan,
1980), IV, 875.
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as a ballet dance and later as a court dance lasted into

the early eighteenth century.14 This would account for the

abundance that we encounter from so many composers of the

time. French suites from the mid-seventeenth century often

include more than one courante.

The amount of melodic interest in Dubuisson's

courantes is inconsistent. In most, monophonic melody is

sacrificed to various types of contrapuntal textures; in

the courantes in BN, however, single-line melody seems to

be more prominent (Ex. 27). Another exceptional courante,

monophonic throughout except for the two sectional

cadences, is VdGS no. 116.

Example 27. Courante, VdGS no. 32, mm. 1-5.

The above generalization might imply that outside BN, the

courantes have little melodic character; this is not the

case. Example 28 helps to illustrate that broad melodies

14.A
Pierre Rameau, Le maitre a danser (Paris, 1725),

facsimile edition (New York: Broude Brothers, 1967), 110.
Rameau states that while in former times the courante was
"fort a la mode," it was by 1725 of lesser importance.

1w .........
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appear in the other sources as well, often instead atop a

more complicated texture than that in BN.

Example 28. Courante, VdGS no. 3, mm. 1-8.

For the most part, the contrapuntal tradition of the

French courante dominates the texture in Dubuisson's

courantes. Again, in the true polyphonic instruments such

as the harpsichord and lute, such counterpoint can be

thorough and complex; with the viol, however, true

polyphony is limited. The idiomatic textures created by

those limitations include those discussed in the section on

preludes and on allemandes and based on Rousseau's

classifications as modified by McDowell and Schwendowius

(see note 5).15

The single-voice texture that is manipulated through

disjunct motion into a seemingly two-voiced texture can be

15 Rousseau's advocacy of melodic viol playing is
obvious in his system of classification (see note 5).
Schwendowius treats two basic textures: 1) single-voice,
divided into a) diminution, b) seemingly two-voice texture,
and c) simple melody-playing; and 2) polyphonic texture.
See Schwendowius, op. cit., 62-65, 111-113, 130, 163.
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accomplished in three ways. Example 29 shows a single

motive moving sequentially in two voices.

Example 29. Courante, VdGS no. 27, mm. 17-21.

The followLng example illustrates two distinct motives

moving sequentially through two voices (Ex. 30).

Example 30. Courante, VdGS no. 13, mm. 17-21.

r"~~~~

An isolated phrase in a low bass register can also create

the effect of another voice being present (Ex. 31).

Example 31. Courante, VdGS no. 27, mm. 20-23.

....
AeN i

q Ile

#q 1

-1. -

'r i
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True two-voiced texture is created by parallel motion

(Exs. 32 and 33) and by contrary motion (Ex. 34 and mm. 1-3

of Ex. 28).

Example 32. Courante, VdGS no. 97, mm. 3-5.

Example 33.

Example 34.~

Courante, VdGS no. 66, mm. 11-13.

Courante, VdGS no. 13, mm. 5-7.

Rhythmic characteristics common in many contemporary

French courantes are found in Dubuisson. For instance, the

two most common opening rhythms are shown in Example 36.

... .

R IAI F

. _,.

Ile
AY

r

"

Alk
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Example 35. Opening rhythms in courantes.

These two rhythms, obviously very similar, begin half of

Dubuisson's courantes (Ex. 36 and measures 1-3 of Ex. 28).

Example 36. Opening rhythms from four courantes by

Dubuisson.

(a) Courante, VdGS no. 13, mm. 1-3.

(b) Courante, VdGS no. 71, mm. 1-3.

(c) Courante, VdGS no. 58, mm. 1-3.

(d) Courante, VdGS no. 92, mm. 1-3.

a.

b.

C.-

d.

The same rhythms are used to open several courantes by

Hotman, Denis Gaultier, Chambonnieres, and Louis Couperin

(Ex. 37).
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Example 37. Opening rhythms in the courantes of some of
Dubuis son' s contemporaries.

(a) Nicolas Hotman: Courante, VdGS no. Hotman 9, mm. 1-3.
(b) Denis (aultier: Courante from Rhetorique des Dieux

(Paris, c. 1652), mm. 1-3.
(c) J.C. de Chambonnieres: Courante "Les Baricades" from

Les pieces de clavessin . . . livre premier (Paris,
1670), mm. 1-3.

(d) Louis Couperin: Courante from Bauyn MS, after 1658.

a.

b.

c.

d.

"

"

qv -

f "

"

NI
4

+

These rhythms and variants of them are not only found

at the beginnings of movements. The two-measure unit

"

fin

TJ

"

"

"

AW
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of J.j. and the individual-measure rhythms

of .1 and -J. Pare common throughout Dubuisson's
courantes (in fact, one or both rhythms occur in all of

them) and those of his contemporaries.

Another rhythm characteristic common to the courantes

of the time is the hemiola. This occurs frequently in

Dubuisson, most often at cadences (in twelve of the

courantes). In courantes of the seventeenth century, it is

common just prior to cadences to shift to 3/2 time,

creating the hemiola effect. The most common application

of such a hemiola in Dubuisson is a chain of three dotted-

quarter-eighth figures across two measures, as in Example

38.

Example 38. Courante, VdGS no. 8, mm. 9-12.

While rhythmic figures such as that shown below (Ex. 39),

or even the two-measure unit described above could be

performed in a hemiola fashion, the dotted-quarter-eighth

figure is the most unambiguous signal.
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Example 39. Courante, VdGS no. 50, mm. 21-24.

In the manuscripts, the chain of dotted-quarter-eighth

notes is sometimes written as one long measure, especially

when immediately preceding a cadence:

Occasionally, the chain can stretch across several

measures, as in Examples 40 and 41.

Example 40. Courante, VdGS no. 3, mm. 13-18.

Example 41. Courante, VdGS no. 87, mm. 26-30.

All of the courantes are binary in form'6 and modulate

at the close of the first section. The most common area of

16 "VdGS no. 86 (Warsaw fol. 41r) contains three
sections of five, six, and twelve measures each: however,
the double-bar after measure 5 probably does not indicate a
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modulation is to the dominant (V); however, nine of the

sixteen minor-key courantes modulate to the relative major

(III). All but four of the twenty-six courantes begin the

second section in the same key in which the first section

ended; the four exceptions all occur in minor-key

movements. See Table VI for details.

Table VI and VII illustrate details of Dubuisson's

courantes and allow comparison with those of his French

contemporaries in the genre of instrumental music.

VdGS no.

3

8

13

18

27

31

32

39

locatic

LC f.3

LC f.8

LC f.1

LC f.1

Durham

BN f.l

BN f.l

BN f.1

Table VI

The Courantes of Dubuisson

a b #mm. #mm.
na ana. lst 1/2 2nd 1/2

v X 8 10

v X 12 14

.4v X 10 12

9r X 10 12

p.130 X 16 15

85v X 15 16

87v X 12 12

95v X 12 12

repeat, making the section eleven measures long in
actuality and retaining the movement's binary form.

mod.c

III

V

III-VII

V

V-v

V

III

V

key

d

D

a

A

e

g

d

g

w. .
.....ago"
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Table VI (cont'd)

a b #mm. #mm. c

VdGS no. location ana. lst 1/2 2nd 1/2 mod. key

44 Warsaw f.9r X 10 13 III d

50 Warsaw f.13v X 12 12 V d

53 Warsaw f.16v X 11 14 III d

58 Warsaw f.19r X 12 14 V C

62 Warsaw f.21r X 11 12 III e

66 Warsaw f.24r X 14 11 V F

71 Warsaw f.27v X 10 12 V-i g

72 Warsaw f.28r X 7 12 V G

85 Warsaw f.40v X 14 15 V d

86 Warsaw f.41r X 11 12 III d

87 Warsaw f.41v X 19 16 III d

92 Warsaw f.44r X 8 10 V D

93 Warsaw f.44v X 14 14 V D

94 Warsaw f.45v X 14 14 V D

97 Warsaw f.47r X 12 14 V G

98 Warsaw f.47v X 12 14 V G

99 Warsaw f.48r X 9 13 V G

116 Warsaw f.61v X 12 11 V d

a. location--only one location cited; see Table I
for details.

b. anacrusis--denotes an eighth-note anacrusis unless
otherwise indicated.

c. modulation--describes modulation at end of first
section; two figures denote that second half begins in
different key than that of modulation.
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Table VII

The Courantes of Dubuisson's Contemporaries

composer ana. #mm.lst 1/2a #mm.2nd 1/2a mod.

Hotman all 10-13 (12) 14 all

Ste.-Colombe 3 of 4 10-14 (11) 13-20 (16) all

DeMachy all 8-12 (10) 8-20 (10) all

E. Gaultier 23 of 29 6-9 (7) 6-9 (7) 28 of 29

D. Gaultier 37 of 39 12-16 (13) 12-20 (15) all

ChambonniEres 52 of 61 6-11 (8) 6-15 (9) all

L. Couperin 19 of 20 6-10 (8) 6-16 (10) all

a. number of measures in each half--describes ranges of
length followed by average: smallest number of measures-
largest number of measures (average).

Sarabandes

The five known sources of Dubuisson contain seventeen

distinct sarabandes. A "Courante" in Warsaw (61.24v)

exhibits the rhythmic traits of a sarabande described below

and has therefore been included here. There are

concordances between LC, Kassel, and Warsaw the details of

which may be seen in Table I (p. 19).

Although the sarabande appears in operas and ballets

in the seventeenth century by Jean-Baptiste Lully, Andre

1 7 The Viola da Gamba Society's Thematic Index of Music
for Viols lists eighteen; however, no. 69 (Warsaw f. 26v)
is an ornamented version of no. 40 (BN f. 196v).

.ww~ , - , , - 1,01, qjjmJ; 0 NXIAM P
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Campra, Michel-Richard de Lalande, and others, it was

primarily a member of the suite for solo instruments.18

From Michael Praetorius' Terpsichore Musarum (1612) we may

deduce that it was already known in France as part of the

ballet de cour by the early seventeenth century.19 Like

the allemande and courante, the sarabande entered the

lutenist's repertoire and became a standard component of

the French suite of the time.

Melodic emphasis is greater in the sarabandes than in

the previous movements of the suite, for a primarily

conjunct melody is sustained longer within the texture.

One example of Dubuisson's melody in a sarabande can be

seen in Example 42.

18 Richard Hudson, "Sarabande," The New Grove
Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 20 vols., ed. Stanley
Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1980), XVI, 492.

19 Michael Praetorius, Terpsichore Musarum
(Wolfenbuittel, 1612), ed. Friedrich Blume (WolfenbUttel-
Berlin: Kallmeyer, 1929). The collection of 312 dances
for four, five, and six voices is arranged by Praetorius
and Francisque Caroubel (violinist in the French royal
band) and much of it represents the repertoire of the
king's violin-dominated band, which later became the "24
violons du Roy." See also Frangois Lesure, "Die
'Terpsichore' von Michael Praetorius und die franz6sische
Instrumentalmusik unter Heinrich IV," Die Musikforschung V
(1952), 7-17; and Frank Dobbins, "Caroubel, Pierre
Francisque," The New Grove Dictionary of Music and
Musicians, 20 vols., ed. Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan,
1980), III, 818.
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Example 42. Sarabande, VdGS no. 89, mm. 1-8.

All but one of the sarabandes are binary in form.

Table VIII (p. 93) shows that five of the sarabandes also

have a petite reprise. The single non-binary exception is

VdGS no. 4, whose short four-measure b section is the same

as the petite reprise in VdGS no. 89. The instructions in

the LC manuscript create a strange rondeau form for VdGS

no. 4: a b c b. The Warsaw version of VdGS no. 9 (fol.

35r) also contains this four-measure insert--in the major

mode; the form of this version is a b c d b.

A noteworthy harmonic feature of Dubuisson's minor-key

sarabandes is that four of thirteen conclude the first

section with a phrygian cadence (iv6 - V). This is not as

common in any of the other movements.

Although rhythms in the sarabandes are similar to

those of the courantes, the two-measure

figure . ,J is not common in the sarabande.

Although the single-measure rhythm . was in the

eighteenth century to become a major feature of the later
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French Baroque sarabande, recognizable by emphasis on beat

two, at this early date it is not as important. Three of

Dubuisson's sarabandes do not contain this single-measure

figure at all.

The rhythmic staples of the sarabandes of Dubuisson

include the lack of anacrusis and the final feminine

cadence (on the third beat). These two are common to all

of the sarabandes and help to identify VdGS no. 67 as a

sarabande rather than a courante. In addition, twelve of

Dubuisson's sarabandes begin with the same two-bar rhythm,

as illustrated in Example 43.

Example 43. Opening rhythm in Dubuisson's sarabandes.

(a) Sarabande, VdGS no. 4, mm. 1-3.
(b) Sarabande, VdGS no. 40, mm. 1-3.
(c) Sarabande, VdGS no. 59, mm. 1-3.

a.

i1It I , 1 1

b.
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c.

This rhythm can be seen in Mersenne's Harmonie universelle

(which contains two sarabandes) in a "Sarabande de

ltonziesme mode."2 0  By far the most common rhythm

is . This rhythm appears in six of the eight

sarabandes in Terpsichore, as well as in all of the

sarabandes by Chambonnieres, Louis Couperin, Ennemond

Gaultier, and others. In Dubuisson, this rhythm can occur

singly or in large sequences (Ex. 44).

Example 44. Sarabande, VdGS no. 54, mm. 9-16.

Texturally, the sarabandes resemble the courantes;

however, unlike the courantes, they exhibit almost none of

20 The rhythm for the entire first section is as
follows: J .JJJJJ,0 J4JIo Io J JJJ.Jlo- : ( barlines are
mine). Marin Mersenne, Harmonie universelle (Paris:
Sebastien Cramoisy, 1636-7), 166.

-1 pmffi -
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the disjunct melodic motion written to simulate a two-voice

texture. Dubuisson does create the effect of two voices

with alternating motives (Ex. 45).

Example 45. Sarabande, VdGS no. 9, mm. 13-16.

A similar effect is achieved by inserting an independent

bass motive into a phrase (Ex. 46).

Example 46. Sarabande, VdGS no. 46, mm. 4-6.

The use of a separate motive in a bass voice, combined

with disjunct motion, also has the effect of two voices

(Ex. 47).

Example 47. Sarabande, VdGS no. 67, mm. 9-12.
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as do isolated bass notes or two-note groups within a

texture (Ex. 48).

Example 48. Sarabande, VdGS no. 28, mm. 1-4.

True polyphony is common in the sarabandes. It is achieved

primarily by parallel motion, as in Example 49, and less

frequently by contrary motion (Ex. 50).

Example 49. Two-voice parallel motion.

(a) Sarabande, VdGS no. 40, mm. 10-12.
(b) Sarabande, VdGS no. 63, mm. 11-15.

a.

b .
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Example 50. Two-voice contrary motion.

(a) Sarabande, VdGS no. 54, mm. 7-8.
(b) Sarabande, VdGS no. 100, mm. 5-7.

a.

b.

A single voice texture in the sarabandes rarely lasts

longer than a single measure. Sections often begin with

one measure of monophony (see Example 43) before proceeding

into a more complex texture.

Table VIII illustrates some details of the sarabandes

individually while Table IX allows comparison of these

details with some of Dubuisson's contemporaries.



VdGS no.

4

9

14

19

28

40

Table VIII

The Sarabandes of Dubuisson

a #mm. #mm.
location 1st 1/2 2nd 1/2 p.]

LC f.4v n.a. n.a.

LC f.9v 8 8

LC f.15v 8 8

LC f.20r 8 8

Durham p.131 8 8

BN f.196v 12 10

b cr. mod.

(iv6 )V

V

K III

K V

(iv6 )V

V

45 Warsaw f.9v

Warsaw f.10r

Warsaw f.14r

Warsaw f.17r

Warsaw f.17v

Warsaw f.19v

Warsaw f.21v

Warsaw f.23r

Warsaw f.24v

Warsaw f.42v

Warsaw f.49r

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

12

8

8

12

8

V d

III

(iv6 )V

III

V

V

III

(iv6 )V

V

III

V

d

d

d

d

C

e

a

F

d

G

a. location--only one location cited: see Table I for
details of concordances.
b. petite reprise--indicates presence of a petite reprise

at end of second section.
c. modulation--describes modulation at end of first

section; (iv )V indicates a phrygian cadence.
d. This movement bears the title "Courante" in the MS.

93

key

d

D

a

A

e

g

46

51

54

55

59

63

64

67 d

89

100

........
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Table IX

The Sarabandes of Dubuisson's Contemporaries

composer #mm.lst 1/2a #mm.2nd 1/2a mod.

Hotman 8 9-14 (12) all (2)

Ste.-Colombe 7-16 (8) 8-32 (15) all (21)

DeMachy 8-12 (10) 16-24 (18) all (8)

E. Gaultier 8-15 (9) 8-23 (18) 5 of 6

D. Gaultier 8-24 (15) 12-20 (16) 6 of 8

Chambonnieres 4-12 (8) 12-20 (15) 26 of 27

L. Couperin 4-12 (7) 6-20 (12) 17 of 18

a. number of measures in each section--describes ranges of
lengths followed by average: smallest number of
measures-largest number of measures (average).

Gigues

There are eleven ascertainable gigues by Dubuisson,

with a single concordance between LC and Warsaw. Five are

unique to Warsaw, three to LC, one each to BN and Durham,

and one is found both in LC and Warsaw. Details on

concordances may be seen in Table I (p. 19).

The gigue is thought to have been brought to France

during the early seventeenth century by Jacques Gautier (no

relation to Ennemond or Denis), a French lutenist who is
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known to have worked in England for twenty years.21 The

form that he imported reflected the English practice of

being in either simple duple (often resembling the

allemande) or compound rhythms. However, the French style

brise texture quickly produced a gigue that was uniquely

Gallic, marked by irregular phrases and imitative texture.

These qualities, along with a moderate-to-fast tempo and

preference for 6/4, 3/8, or 6/8 barring, also distinguished

the French type from the Italian with its faster (presto)

tempo, usually 12/8 barring, and regular four-bar phrases

in a chiefly homophonic texture. This distinction between

French and Italian types emerged later in the century.
2 2

Gigues were written by every major French composer of

solo instrumental suites from the mid-seventeenth

century. Those of the Gaultiers are of the duple type,

while those of Chambonnieres, Louis Couperin, Dubuisson,

Sainte-Colombe, and DeMachy are in compound rhythms.

Hotman, a lutenist as well as a violist, seems to have been

at ease writing both in duple and triple styles (Ex. 51).

2 1 Meredith Ellis Little, "Gigue," op. cit., 369.

2 2 Ibid., 368-9.
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Example 51. Opening rhythms in Hotman's gigues.

(a) Gigue, Hotman-VdGS no. 1, mm. 1-2.

(b) Gigue, Hotman-VdGS no. 19, mm. 1-4.

a.-I

b. I' AI Al i I ' fT.-

Like the sarabandes, the most common single-measure

rhythm in Dubuisson's gigues is J. , but also common

are jj , J ej, and J. J. Unique among his gigues are

the single examples from BN and Durham. Both are composed

almost entirely of the J j and units. (Durham

contains an eleven-measure sequence of ) )) !) The two

most common opening rhythms are illustrated below (Ex. 52).

Example 52. Opening rhythms in Dubuisson's gigues.

(a) Gigue, VdGS no. 15, mm. 1-2.
(b) Gigue, VdGS no. 68, mm. 1-2.
(c) Gigue, VdGS no. 20, mm. 1-2.
(d) Gigue, VdGS no. 47, mm. 1-2.

I +
a.

P4
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d.

The melodies of Dubuisson's gigues are the most

prominent of those of any of the standard movements because

of the gigues' textures. According to Schwendowius, the

gigues are the most imprinted with "simple melody" or

23
monophony. Long stretches of eleven or more measures

(like that mentioned above) occur without a break in the

monophonic texture. This is entirely unique to the

gigues. Example 53 illustrates extended monophonic

passages that are only occasionally broken up by the

insertion of another voice or double-stop.

Example 53. Extended monophonic passages in Dubuisson's
gigues.

(a) Gigue, VdGS no. 33, mm. 11-18.
(b) Gigue, VdGS no. 20, mm. 7-12.
(c) Gigue, VdGS no. 56, mm. 1-5.

23 Schwendowius, op. cit., 130.

w "

aft
b.~. 

l

I,- or A
III& f%

V "
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- I I

a.

" .

AA deb- 1

b.

-f

"(I I Hr j .i

Sequence again appears as a melodic device in the

gigues, though not as extensively as in the preludes

(Ex. 54).

Example 54. Sequence in Dubuisson's gigues.

(a) Gigues, VdGS no. 5, mm. 22-25.
(b) Gigues, VdGS no. 10, mm. 27-29.

a.

I~ MI A i I

b.

The use of monophonic lines to simulate two voices is

again prevalent. The use of motives in contrasting

.. . . ..

I No
i 19 - i I i i i i

=fem.

lw%6

7

c. 
f~

4 
A 

I :9
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registers creates the seemingly two-voice texture (Exs. 55

and 56).

Example 55. Gigue, VdGS no. 10, mm. 17-20 (same motive).

Example 56. Gigue, VdGS no. 79, mm. 8-12 (different
motive).

Also, an independent bass motive interjected into a middle-

or high-register passages creates the impression of a two-

voiced texture (Ex. 57).

Example 57. Gigue, VdGS no. 10, mm. 24-26.

The most common device used to create this effect is

disjunct motion, illustrated by the various passages in

Example 58.
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Example 58. Disjunct monophonic motion to create a
seemingly two-voiced texture.

(a) Gigue,
(b) Gigue,
(c) Gigue,

VdGS no. 10, mm. 5-9.
VdGS no. 29, mm. 8-12.
VdGS no. 56, mm. 16-20.

a.

b.

c.

t2I

All of Dubuisson's gigues are binary in form.24 In

two of them, parallel phrasing occurs between passages in

the two sections (Ex. 59).

Example 59. Parallel phrasing in Gigue, VdGS no. 78.

(a) mm. 6-11.
(b) mm. 19-24.

2 4 The second section of VdGS no. 33 (BN f.188r) is
presumed missing (never copied) because the first section
begins in D minor and cadences in F major. It is unclear
on the edge of the page if the f is followed by a double
bar and whether a repeat is indTcated for the preceding
twenty measures. Folio 188v begins with a new movement, an
aria in C major.

i 

+- 

( 
1

I I11
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a.

b.

Another feature common in French gigues occurs only once in

Dubuisson: opening the second section with an inversion of

the opening motive of the first section (Ex. 60)

Example 60. Gigue, VdGS no. 29, mm. 1-2, 17-18.

Table X shows certain details of Dubuisson's gigues

such as the proportions of sections and modulatory

practices. Table XI allows comparison of these details

with several of Dubuisson's contemporaries.
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Table X

The Gigues of Dubuisson

a b MM. m. C
VdGS no. location ana. 1st 1/2 2nd 1/2 mod. key

5 LC f.5v 15 13 V d

10 LC f.10v X 15 16 V D

15 LC f.16v X 14 13 III a

20 LC f.21v X 16 13 V A

29 Dur. p.131 X 35 33 V-i e

33 BN f.188r 20 missing? III d

47 Warsaw f.10v X 12 11 V d

56 Warsaw f.18r X 12 14 V-i d

68 Warsaw f.25r X 12 16 V F

78 Warsaw f.36v X 13 17 V D

79 Warsaw f.37r X 16 18 V G

a. location--only one location cited; see Table I for
concordances

b. anacrusis--all anacruses in Dubuisson's gigues are
quarter notes.

c. modulation--describes modulation at end of first
section; two figures denote that second section begins
in different key than that of modulation.
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Table XI

The Gigues of Dubuisson's Contemporaries

#mm. #mm. duple/
composer 1st 1/2 2nd 1/2a ana. mod. triple

Hotman 8-27 (16) 9-35 (18) 3 of 8 all(8) 3 / 8

Ste. Colombe 8-25 (11) 20-46 (29) 3 of 16 14 of 16 all trip.

DeMachy 16-34 (27) 26-46 (37) none all(8)

E. Gaultier 8-11 (10) 9-12 (10) 3 of 11 all(ll) all dupl

D. Gaultier 7-12 (9) 8-12 (10) 2 of 10 all all dupl

Chambonnieres 8-33 (16) 12-20 (15) 6 of 12 all all trip

L. Couperin 10-12 (12) 13-16 (14) none all (4) all trip

a. number of measures in each section describes ranges of
lengths followed by average: smallest number of measures-
largest number of measures (average).

le

e

e

le

le

Optional Movements

Many French suites contain what are generally referred

to as "optional" movements in addition to the common

components--prelude (or other introductory movement),

allemande, courante, sarabande, and gigue. Optional movements

most often occur before the gigue ("closed" form) or after it

("open" form). They may occur singly or in either mixed or

homogenous groups, and they may or may not be dance movements.

Some of the most frequent titles of optional movements in

French solo suites of the mid-to-late seventeenth century are:
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1) air 8) menuet

2) ballet 9) passacaille

3) bourree 10) pavane

4) canarie 11) rigaudon

5) chaconne 12) rondeau

6) gaillarde 13) volte

7) gavotte

Only four kinds of optional movements are found in

Dubuisson's music. They are four ballets, three arias or

airs, two gavottes, and one bourree. These occur in three

of the five sources: Warsaw, Kassel, and BN. Details of

concordances can be seen in Table I (p. 19).

Ballets

While no ballets are found among works by the

Gaultiers, Chambonnieres, or Louis Couperin, viol players

seem to have been taken with them. In addition to those by

Dubuisson, there are three by Hotman,25 ten by

Sainte-Colombe, and two by Marais.26

Three of the Dubuisson ballets are binary, the fourth

being tripartite--with repeats--in D minor. Its four-

measure phrases cadence on A major (V), F major (III), and D

minor (i); it is the only ballet in a minor key. The others

25 Gordon Dodd, draft version of critical notes for
Warsaw, Biblioteka Warsawskiego Tomarzystwa Muzycznego, In.
377/ no. 221, facsimile edition forthcoming (Geneva:
Minkof?), vi'.
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modulate in the conventional binary fashion to the dominant

at the close of the first section.

Two of the ballets are primarily monophonic throughout

(VdGS nos. 41 and 111) while the others are likewise

melodic, but also richly accompanied with chords and

two-voice textures (VdGS nos. 36 and 80). Below are

excerpts showing this contrast in textures (Ex. 61).

Ex. 61. Textural contrast in Dubuisson's ballets.

(a) Ballet, VdGS no. 111, mm. 1-3.
(b) Ballet, VdGS no. 80, mm. 7-10.

b.

Dotted note values are prevalent in these ballets, both

in . andJ, figures (Ex. 62).
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Example 62. Ballet, VdGS no. 36, mm. 1-3.

* 1V hI rP- A A7 ol

This rhythmic trait is not as prominent in Sainte-Colombe's

ballets, where even quarter- and eighth-notes typically

alternate (Ex. 63).

Example 63. Sainte-Colombe: Ballet preste, Concert V
"Le Badin," from Concerts a deux violes esgales, mm.
1-4.

E' -1::
21 4: TI If 't--- -- I t--t-t--t

}-- 4J '" -Th~

However, a single ballet from the Concerts a deux violes

esgales does demonstrate rhythms similar to those of

Dubuisson's ballets (Ex. 64).

I tr I AF . F i, W F o V a I - Mb a I91 a
i

f -- - ! s "

. a
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Example 64. Sainte-Colombe: Ballet tendre, Concert XLIC
"Le Retour," from Concerts a deux violes esgales, mm.
1-4.

Sainte-Colombe's ballets often build rhythmically toward

long, flowing eighth-note running passages which can last

from four to five measures in both viol parts. Similar

passages of eighth-notes are limited in Dubuisson to never

more than one and a half measures.

Arias

Dubuisson's arias appear to be unique in the

seventeenth century French viol repertoire, at least in

title.27 It is not known whether the Italian "aria" is the

terminological choice of the composer or not. The

manuscript in which the two arias are found appears from a

27 The rest of the BN manuscript (Res. 1111) contains
arias in alternation with ritornellos for solo bass viol.
In addition,,Sainte-Colombe's concert "Le bon-bon" is also
called "Air a boire" in the MS. See Le Sieur de
Sainte-Colombe, Concerts a deux violes esgales, ed. Paul
Hooreman as Vol. XX of Publications de la Societe Frangaise
de Musicologie (Paris: Heugel, 1973).
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list of contents28 to be of German origin, and the German

compilers or copyists may have preferred the Italian term

over the French "air." In addition, there is a short piece

in Kassel without a name (only the initials "D.B.") that

immediately follows the bourree and that has no bass part in

the corresponding bass book. This piece is tentatively

named "Air" by Dodd,29 and is reproduced with transcription

in Appendix B (p. 149).

Like the ballets and most of the other optional

movements, the textures of the "arias" and "air" are light

and simple. Quaint, vocal-like melody appears sometimes

alone or with various methods of accompaniment, including

chords, another voice, or an isolated bass note for harmonic

support (Ex. 65).

Example 65. Various accompanimental textures in Dubuisson's
arias and airs.

(a) Aria, VdGS no. 34, mm. 1-3 (chorded and two-voice).
(b) Aria, VdGS no. 35, mm. 10-11 (chordal, two voice,

isolated bass).

28
This list of the contents of BN Res. 1111 was

provided to me by Gordon Dodd who, together with Hazelle

Miloradovitch, is conducting research on this manuscript.

29 Thematic Index of Music for Viols, op. cit.,
Dubuisson-2, no. 24.
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(c) [Air], VdGS no. 24, mm. 1-3 (two voice, chordal).

a.

b.

c.

The two arias and the air are binary. Both sections of

VdGS no. 34 are followed by variations (although only the

second is marked "variation"). The technique of variation

is discussed in the next section. The two arias and the air

are reproduced with transcription in Appendix B.

Gavottes and Bouree

Dubuisson's two gavottes are very similar to one

another. They both are binary, have two sections of four

and eight measures each, are in D major, and lack the

characteristic two-beat anacrusis that is found in the

gavottes of Louis Couperin, Nicholas Lebegue, DeMachy, and

most of those by Sainte-Colombe. Distinguishing features

include the two-measure petite reprise of VdGS no. 77 and

the fact that VdGS no. 25, from Kassel, is furnished with a

bass line in the accompanying part book. Noteworthy also is
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the absence of chords until sectional cadences. VdGS no. 25

is reproduced, along with its bass line and a transcription

of the tablature, in Appendix B.

Dubuisson's single bourree (Denis Gaultier and Sainte-

Colombe also have a single bourree in each of their extant

repertoires) is found in Kassel and is furnished with a bass

line. It opens with the characteristic quarter-note upbeat

and cadences on the downbeat of measures 4 and 10 (both are

the final measures of the sections); it is reproduced with

transcription and bass line in Appendix B.

Variation Movements

In addition to all other movements discussed above and

found in Dubuisson's music, there are several variation

movements. These are elaborated versions of the movements

which they follow. (Aria, VdGS no. 34, contains internal

variations that comprise the second and fourth sections of

the piece: a a' b b'.) In much French music of the period,

these movements are designated "double."30 In Dubuisson,

however, most are entitled "variation."

30 Schwendowius discusses the distinction in terms
between "double" for dance movements and "variation" for
arias, though the technique of variation is the same in
both. This distinction is not consistent in Dubuisson,
however; only LC uses double and each of the others that
contain variation movements uses the term "variation."
Schwendowius does not mention Warsaw, since it was not yet
rediscovered. See Schwendowius, op. cit., 64, n. 3.
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The elaboration of the original may be melodic,

rhythmic, textural, or more commonly a combination of

these. It may occasionally take the form of increased

ornamentation. The eight variation movements in Dubuisson's

pieces are found in only three of the sources (LC, BN,

Warsaw) following these movements:

allemande (1)

courante (2)

sarabande (1)

gigue (2)

aria (I)

ballet (1)

The Thematic Index of Music for Viols does not list these

variations as separate movements; therefore, they carry no

VdGS numbers.

Melodic variation is the most common method of

elaboration in these movements, and is usually accompanied

by rhythmic diminution. Eighth-notes become a sixteenth-

note figuration and quarter-notes may transform into eighths

or sixteenths (Ex. 66).

Example 66. Gigue, VdGS no. 47 and variation, mm. 1-2.

(a) original
(b) variation
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a.._;~

b.

Sometimes the melodic alteration is dramatic, changing both

the contour and tessitura of the original, as in the

following aria (Ex. 67). This movement is found in Appendix

B in both tablature and transcription.

Example 67. Aria, VdGS no. 34, mm. 11-12, 15-16.

(a) original (mm. 11-12)
(b) variation (mm. 15-16)

a.

b.

Also common is the filling-in of melodic intervals. This

occurs with intervals as small as thirds or as large as

octaves (Ex. 68).
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Example 68. Sarabande, VdGS no. 19 and double, mm. 1-2.

(a) Sarabande
(b) Double de Sarabande

a.

b.

Dubuisson sometimes elects to avoid this melodic cliche by

more interesting melodic permutations. In Example 69, the

original leap up of a fourth in quarter notes becomes

eighth-notes that ascend a minor sixth, then descend by step

to the double-stop.

Example 69. Ballet, VdGS no. 41 and variation, mm. 3-4.

(a) original
(b) variation

Ia.

b.
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The rhythmic variation following Allemande VdGS no. 2

(variation in Warsaw only) is en gigue : the duple time of

the original is transformed to 6/4 compound signature (Ex.

70).

Example 70. Allemande, VdGS no. 2 and variation, mm. 1-3.

(a) original
(b) variation

a.

b.

Strictly rhythmic variation is limited to the repetition of

the same pitch in a different rhythmic setting, such as a

quarter-note becoming two eighths or a dotted-eighth-

sixteenth pattern. However, such solely rhythmic

modification is rare.

Textural variation typically involves the

transformation of double-stops or chords into single-voice

passages. This also usually involves rhythmic diminution of

the original. Double-stops are varied in different ways.

The top voice can be embellished while the lower voice is

discarded (Ex. 71),

.
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Example 71. Gigue, VdGS no. 79 and variation, m. 7.

(a) original
(b) variation

a. b.

The double-stops can remain intact within an otherwise

altered passage (Ex. 72),

Example 72. Sarabande, VdGS no. 19 and variation (from
Warsaw, fol. 30v), mm. 5-6.

(a) original
(b) variation

a.

b.

1 o I - ( I

or the two notes may simply become linear material (Ex. 73).

Example 73. Aria, VdGS no. 34, mm. 2-3, 6-7.

(a) original (mm. 2-3)
(b) variation (mm. 6-7)

ZA
IF Ao Lr

LC F /V
"44 A]I

ro 
y
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a.-

b.

Chords, when modified, are handled in one of two ways.

The two outer voices may become new melodic material (Ex.

74),

Example 74. Courante, VdGS no. 93 and variation, m. 9.

(a) original
(b) variation

b.

or the voices are broken into arpeggiation (Ex. 75).

Example 75. Courante, VdGS no. 99 and variation, m. 3.

(a) original
(b) variation

a. __
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a.- b.t~t



CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY

Dubuisson's music occupies an important place in the

history of the French viol tradition. He is the sole

representative, through his extant works, of an early,

formative period. His music is no less virtuosic than that

of Hotman. Despite the stage of the viol's development

during which these works were written, they can stand on

their own and please both listener and performer--there is

nothing "primitive" about them.

The abundance of his music in a diversity of sources,

copied over a period of at least thirty-two years, attests to

his reputation as a composer. Contemporary praise informs us

of his ability on his instrument.

His pieces bring to light a stage of evolution in the

viol's repertoire and technique that took place between 1663

and 1685 and on which little light has been previously shed.

Dubuisson's pieces are texturally more complex than Hotman's,

foreshadowing the contrapuntal complexities of DeMachy. With

luck, more works by Dubuisson, Hotman, and contemporary

violists will be discovered. The increased understanding we

gain--through study of Dubuisson's music--is not confined to

the viol; developments toward a standard suite sequence is

evident in the suites of 1666, whose P-A-C-S-G ordering were

118
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the first such sequences in France. In adddition, the

aesthetic conflict between DeMachy and Rousseau, in which

Dubuisson played a part, reflects late seventeenth-century

changes in French taste and ideas on the function of music.
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1. La premiere de deux ou quatre Notes d'esgale valeur

doit tousjours estre jouee en poussant. Au triple la

1re de trois esgales doit estre tiree au commencement

d'un couplet.

2. Si apres un souspir la note est de la mesme valeur, il

la faut tirer, mais si la note vaut plus que le souspir

il la faut pousser. La mesme s'entend du demy et du

double soupir; comme aussi de la demie pause qui vaut

une blanche. Mais quand la pause est de la valeur

d'une note entiere il faut pousser la note suiuante.

3. Quand une blanche se trouue en poussant suiuie de deux

noires, ou si une noire se trouue en poussant suiuie de

deux crochues simples, il est libre de pousser aussi la

premiere de deux dernieres ou de jouer touttes deux en

tirant, ce qui se peut faire d'un seul coup d'archet

par liaison quand les notes sont de deux degres

conjoints.

4. Il faut apres une note pointee toujours tirer la

suiuante, quand mesme la pointee auroit este jouee en

tirant.

5. Au commencement d'une Piece quand il se trouue une note

deuant une Barre elle doit toujours estre tiree.

Le premier doigt doit seruir a la premiere et seconde

touche pour touttes les cordes, hormis au D.la.re.sol

ou le C. de la quatriesme qui se touchera du second.
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Les autres dots seruent pour les touches suivantes.

Il faut mettre le premier doigt sur la note que 'on

veut trambler.

1. The first of two or four Notes of equal value should

always be played upbow. In triple [meter] the first of

three equal notes should be played downbow at the

beginning of a phrase.

2. If after a rest the note is of the same value, it must

be played downbow, but if the note is worth more than

the rest it must be played upbow. The same is intended

for -the half- and double-rest [souspir]; as well as for

the half rest [pause] which is worth one half note.

But when the rest is of the value of a whole-note it is

necessary to play the following note upbow.

3. When a half-note is found upbow followed by two quarter-

notes, or if a quarter-note is found upbow followed by

two eighth-notes, one is free to play upbow also the

first of the latter two or to play both downbow, which

can be done on a single bow by slurring when the notes

are on two adjoining pitches.

4. It is necessary after a dotted note always to play the

following [note] downbow, even when the dotted [note]

is played downbow.

ti- -- -- mmsp-
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5. At the beginning of a piece when one finds a note

before a Barline it should always be downbow.

The first finger should serve at the first and second

fret on all the strings, except for the D.la.re.sol. [high

D-string] on the C [tablature: second fret?] of the fourth

[string] which is played with the second [finger]. The

other fingers serve for the succeeding frets. One must

place the first finger on the note that one wants to

trill.1

For a few problems in translation, I consulted Gordon
J. Kinney, op. cit. (1976), 18-19.
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The following tablature pieces are transcribed

herein: the two preludes that appear in LC (fols.

22v-25r), the eleven pieces in BN (fols. 184v-191r,

193v-197r) attributed to Dubuisson, and the three unica

pieces found in Kassel (vol. 3, fols. 21r, 22v) together

with the bass lines for two of them (vol. 4, fols. 8r, 9r).

The three tablature sources are in three different

hands. The tablature provided below retains the letter

symbols and ornament signs that are used in the originals.

The rhythmic indications (with noteheads) used in Kassel

and LC are also reproduced here; however, the stylized

rhythms that accompany BN have been simplified (for

example: ' O /) in BN = h I below).

Occasional inconsistencies either in rhythms or

barring in BN are compensated both in the tablature (where

they are marked in brackets) and in the transcription.

Satisfactory solutions to these inconsistencies are not

always forthcoming; therefore the editions below are also

notated so as to be easily reconstructed to match the

original, allowing the scholar and performer to find their

own solutions if they wish. Double bars have been

standardized.

Ornamentation in Dubuisson's tablature works is

usually clearly indicated; other times the symbols and

their meanings are ambiguous. The only ornament used in
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Kassel is a small cross (+) above the note to be

embellished. From comparison with concordances in other

sources, this symbol seems always to coincide with the

comma (,) elsewhere, denoting a tremblement. Two symbols

are found in the tablature in LC: O , and 4'. The former is

a tremblement; the latter is not clear for French viol

literature of this early period. In lute music of the

time, such a diagonal slash between notes (or letters in

tablature) denotes arpeggiation.2 In contemporary French

harpsichord music, this symbol indicates a coule to fill

the interval, usually a third.3

The BN source poses problems of ornamental

interpretation; in addition to the comma for tremblement,

several other signs are present:

(a) ( as in (6 times)

(b) u as in e,, (4 times)

(c) gi as in (1 time)

(d) / as in a4, (1 time)

There are two possible contexts for the use of (a).

When placed before a single letter, it resembles the

2 /#
Andre Souris, "Tableau des signes de doigte," in

Ennemond Gaultier, op. cit., xliii.

3 Robert Donington, "Ornaments," The New Grove
Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 20 vols., ed Stanley
Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1980),jXIII, 834-35 and Alan
Curtis, in Preface to Louis Couperin, op. cit., xvii.
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forefall, an appogiatura from the lower auxiliary note.

This explanation is derived from French lute music of the

time. However, when placed before a pair of

vertically-aligned letters, it is probably a coule sur une

tierce, again filling in the interval of a third.5 The

contexts in which (b) occurs suggests a kind of trill; the

symbol even resembles two commas in some of the instances.

A similar usage can be seen in DeMachy's Pieces de violle,

where a half-note in the second courante is followed by two

commas (a notational combination of a normal tremblement

[] and DeMachy's petit tremblement ['). Elsewhere, John

Playford's A Briefe Introduction to the Skill of Musick for

Song and Violl (1660) contains a table of viol and violin

ornaments in which two commas denote a "double backfall"

that, whether or not appropriate to the French school, does

not seem to work in this context.6

No reasonable interpretation for the present

repertoire was found for (c), a symbol used by seventeenth

century English and Dutch virginalists to mean several

4.
Richard Rastall, The Notation of Western Music (New

York: St. Martins Press, 1983), 158.

5 Donington, op. cit., 835.

6 John Playford, A Briefe Introduction to the Skill of
Musick for Song and Violl (London:Playford, 1660), 116.

' 3
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things. The mystery of (d) may be solved if one

interprets it as a comma following the a (some of the

commas do look like this slash-mark). However, if the

symbol is preceding the r, it may be similar to the English

lute ornament called a "beate," a quick multiple mordent a

semitone below the main note. 8  Both solutions are

musically satisfactory, but again, the appropriateness of

an English lute practice adapted to the French viol school

may be questionable.

7 Ibid, 862. It could denote a trill, half-shake, or
mordent.

8 Thomas Mace, Musick's Monument (London, 1676),
facsimile ed., Paris: Editions du Centre Nationale de la
Recherche Scientifique, 1958.
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